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2 MR. HZHL: I'd like to welcoue you

3 again. I' Bill Rehl. I'm the Director of the

4 Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards here in

ýp Region 1. And this is an enforcement conference, as

6 we identified in a letter I sent you on October

7 28th.

3 As a result a( certainly a fairly

9 lengthy iteration back and forth with regard to

10 compliance with financial assurance requirements,

11 Ve've been I guess up to this ,point unsuccessful in

12 coming to a resolution of those issues.

13 And consistent with our enforcement

14 policy, when there are violations identified which

15 have a potential for re3ulting in some sort of

16 escalated enforcement activity which can carry fines

17 and such, we hold an enforcement conference in order

18 to provide an opportunity Cor us to discuss the

19 issues and make sure that there's a clear

20 understanding on both sides nf the IssuLs.

21 As I indicated, there is certainly a

22 number of things thnt we'd like to hear from you

23 today, certainly with regard to your efforts to colue

24 up with the necessary financial assurance. And
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certainly there needs to be some discussion -- I

thlna. Marie is going to give you a letter when we're

finished here which outlLnes some additional

information that we're going to need to better

understand your submit als.

But at th close of this conference

what we will wind up d ing Is we Vill take that

:nfnroation, we will digest it, discuss it with our

headquarters organization and come to some sort of9
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determination on where we

But why don't

everybody had a chance to

MR. KINNEMAN:

but perhaps it would be a

and introduce everyone.

MR. HOLODY:

go from here.

we go around -- has
b

introduce themselves?

We've done it piecemeal,

good idea to start again

Dan Holody, Enforcement,

Region 1.

HR. WOOTERS:

MR. McCALL:

MR. CRONIN:

MR. VUJBACO;

Tom Wooters.

Robert McCall.

Philip Cronin-

Frank Vumbaco, Vice

President of Ifealth Safety/RSO.

HR. SPIEZ10O: Jir Splezlo.

V.P. ot Finance.

I'm the
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MR. JURY: John Jury. 1Im a consultant

with Engineering Management Executives out of

Alexandria, Virginia.

MR. KINC: I'm Don King. I'* the

contracts nanager for Nuclear Metals.

MR. McDANIEL: Keith NcDaniel. 10m

with the EEO's office at the NRC.

MS. JOUSTRA: Judy Joustru,

Enforcement. Region 1.

MR. HA•ISH: Nader Mamish, Enforcement,

Headquarters.

31R. WHITE: Duncan White, Senior Health

Physicist.

MS. MILLER: Marie Miller, Senior

Health Physicist, Region 1.

MR. KINHEMAN: I'o John Kinneman, Chief

of the Site Decommissioning Section here at Region

1. I havo a principal responsibility for

supervising all of Region l's actions with regard to

Nuclear Metals, Inc.

As you know, Duncan has in the past

beon the principal staff person assigned to Nuclear

metals. lie's doing some other work right now and

pro-libly viii be fur the ruture. So Marie Miller
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1 noW is the senior health physicist and project

2 manager for Nuclear Metals.

I Could we ask Brad. could you say who

a you are?

KR. JONES: This 13 Brad Jones. IVm

6 from the Office of General Counsel.

7 WR. KINNEM•N: And Tim, would you

a introduce your people and vhat they do?

9 HR. JOHNSOR: They are Bill Lahs, who's

10 the technical person Cor the site here in our

I) Division of Waste Management. San Mallunwami, who's

12 a hydrologist in the Division of Waste,1anaqement.

13 Lou ySykoskfi, financial analyst, Division of Waste

14 Management. And me, Tim Johnson, I'm a Section

is Leader of the Materials Decommissioning Section.

16 MR. KINNEMAH: And as I explained

17 informally beforehand, we rely on Tim's section for

18 technical advice in a lot of areas, financial

t) •.assurance, hydrology, decommissioning issues. And

.10 that's where our ludget and our program direction

21 comes from.

22 MR. HEHFL: Why don't you go ahead and

23 get started?

24 MR. KINNEMAN: What we thought we'd do

ALL POINTS REPORTING (6101 272-6711
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I for the format is Bill, having finished the initial

2 remarks, is that I'll make a few remarks if it's

3 okay. And then basically since the purpose of the

4 meeting is to hear from you, we certainly have lots

S of questions and thinqga to say, but I'll just say a

6 few words and then turn it over to you, Frank, and

7 let you take It from there, if that's acceptable.

• 8 1R. VUMBACO: That's fine.

9 MR. KINNEJANs All I wanted to say is

10 to echo what oill had to say is we've been through,

11 over a period of time, over four years now, talking

12 ,about the requirement in 10 CFR 40.36 for financial

13 assurance, which is a requirement, kind of a graded

14 requirement on licensees in this circle.

15 simplistically, you're required to

16 produce a cost estimate for the decommissioning of

17 the facility. And at end of facility life, whenever

18 that might be, based on everything that's available,

19 all the informatinn that's available to you now and

20 then, to provide financial assurance in a form that

21 meets the requireaent in that regulation.

22 So there's really two requirements. 1

23 think what we're here to talk about today

24 principally, though we don't rule out talking about

ALL POINT'S REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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1 anything else, is the provision of the financial

2 assurance. I wanted to just make a brief comment

3 about the cost estimate.

4 You've recently provided a cost

5 estimate, and I'll mention that one of the reasons

6 why this enforcement conference is closed is because

7 you consider that cost estimate and a number of the

a other pieces of information that you may decide to

9 discuss today proprietary. And that while a record

10 of the transcript of the meeting is being made, we

11 recognize that there will be a necessity to review
b

12 that transcript and deal with the information that

13 is proprietary. But that the cost estimate that

34 you've given us we do have a few questions about

15 that.

16 We don't see that as the principal

17 purpose of this meeting. I had hoped to have the

18 questions clear and out to you ahead of the meeting,

19 but I still didn't want to have to have you focus on

20 it. So we have that letter complete and we propose

21 to qive it to you at the end of the meeting, not

22 bocause we want to keep it secret, but I don't see

23 that as the main issue. I'd be happy to sit down

24 with you and read it at that tume and go over it

ALL POINIb; REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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with you.

So I don't want to give the impression

that we've completely acc,%pted or agreed to the cost

estimate, but it seems like a reasonable place to

discuss the second issue, which is the principal

concern, which is that there is in place financial

assurance which does meet the form, in that you have

a letter of credit for 750 thousand dollars, which

is substantially less than the actual cost estimate

that you've submitted.

And I guess I would summarize you

submitted a tremendous amount of information and 1

would summarize that as our understanding is that

you believe that the 750 that you've submitted takes

care of a certain portion of the responsibility,

that you believe that the rema.4nder of the

responsibility will, through various means, be met

by the U.S. Government.

However, I guess our situation is that

that assertion by you does not meet the form that's

required In the rcgulation, and that's why we're

here today. That the failure to have that in the

proper form is an apparent violation o4 the

regulations, and it's a significant violation. And

ALL POINTS REPORTING (6101 272-6731
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I we need to decide where we're going to go from here.

2 And so as Bill said, the purpose of the

3 meeting is to make sure that we've heard your

4 position clearly, that we've considered it and that

5 any action we take, which conceivably could be no

6 action, is based on appropriate consideration of all

7 the information that you'd like to present to us.

B so with that kind of focus, we're

9 willing to -- we appreciate listening to everything

10 you have to say and ask questions about it or answer

11 whatever questions we can answer for you.

12 MR. VUKBACO; Okay. Let me just make a

13 statement and turn it over to Jim Spiezio from the

14 standpoint of where we're going with a relatively

15 brief presentation. because I think we want to get

16 into some contractua) type documentation type

17 discussions.

I8 i~MR. JOHNSON: Excuse me, we can hardly

19 henr the response.

20 MR. KINNERAN; We'll adjust the

21 microphone and ask Frank to speak up just a little

22 bit.

23 MR. VU41ACO: Wnat I'd like to do is

24 talk briefly about the outline and turn it over to

ALL POINTS REPORTING itlo) 272-6731
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1 Mr. Spiezio and get into a discussion of contractual

2 documentation. Because I think thatfs clearly key

3 to understanding this unique situation that NMI is

4 currently in.

5 What we want to do is talk about

6 introductory comments, r*vLsit some of the things

7 that we've provided to you over the past two years,

8 talk a bit about compliance from the standpoint of

9 the last paragraph in your letter to us and then

tO turn it over to Don King, our manager of contracts,

11 to talk about contract documentation. We will be

12 providing copies of that. And then a short

13 discussion with Mr. Jury, a consultant to us, on

14 ongoing Government property Issues.

15 So with that, I'll turn it over to Mr.

16 Splezio, who is our vice president of finance.

17 MR. SPIEZIO: You know, clearly it's

18 otar view that the 750 constitutes compliance with

19 the piece ot the responsibility that's ours. You

20 know the 750 thousand dollar letter of credit, It's

21 In a standby trust aqreft-pnt out of our control.

22 When you look at the 13.8 million dollars, 96

23 percent or that number ir Government related. If

24 you take the 4 percent that's left, the simple math

ALL POINTS REPORTING (6101 272-6731
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of it is that comtes out to 550 thousand. The 750

seems adequate. In reality, more of that's

available even than that suggests.

We've spent far more than the 550

puttin9 a cover on the basin, characterizing the

basin, doing various uork. You could certainly make

an argument at this point that our real liability of

the.3•, a is probably zero.

Now the company, we've been at this

location since 1958. The equipment and the

Eacilities have been used to process Government
b

furnished DU, which is one of the key ingredients

here, long before the 1988 rule came into effect.

The basin, for example, we haven't used since '85 or

'86. It you look at the rest of the facility, the

contamlnation, it you would, thatts occurred,

there's really no differenco now in teros of the

quantity ot that, etc., than there was In the mid

So from our point ot view, you know, we

went into that area of work and supported Government

contracts without a need for a financial assurance

mechanism in plaice at the time. And really since

the developmentof that rule, we have not

I
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dramatically increased -- I think that's a point

that's relevant for consideration in terms of, you

know, we're a small company.

HR. KIIINEHAN: I guess I don't quite

understand that point.

MR. HEHL: I think, you know, really in

response to that, you know, the rule was put in

place to address the issue that prior to the rule we

had a number of facilities that, because of past

activities, bad resulted in contamination of tho

facilities. And in some cases these facilities vent

out of business and there were significant problems

with obtaining finances necessary to clean them up.

But the application of the rule has

been and is considered to be applicable to whatever

past activities --

MR. JOHNSON: Could you speak up,

please?

MR. 1EIIL: The rule is applicable to

whatever past activities that have been conducted at

the site, The Intent is to have sufticient moneys

available to clean up the site, whether or not the

activli.lo, took place prior to the rule or after the

rut I e.

ALL POINTS REPOATING (610) 272-6731
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1 MR. SPIEZIO: Well part of our point

2 with that is we entered that work with the

3 Government when those needs were not in place. Had

4 they been clearly defined when we started that work,

5 we would have looked for more specific contractual

6 coverage. But as we get into the presentation,

7 that's really something Don and Jack are going to

8 address a bit later. Maybe wie should move past that

9 and after they've chatted --

10 MR. H9IIUL But just as a clarification,

11 Brad, is that consistent with your understanding?

12 MR. JONES: Yes, it is.

13 MR. SPIEZIO: You know, in terms of the

14 company, we certainly have been dramatically

15 impacted by the downturn of defense spending. '92

16 and '93 were difficult years at best. 194 is going

17 to be another signiflcant loss. We see 195 and

18 forward a rebound period, a return to profitability,

19 etc.

20 As a small business, we're already in a

21 dJrficrilt situation providing assurances at any of

22 theso kind of numbors, and while our balance shoat

23 remains strongj, this isn't a point in time that we

24 can make any solid financial o-ommiti.ents in that

ALL POINTS REPORTING (6101 272-6731
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1 direction. But also we believe that the

2 responsibilities for the decommissioning of that is

3 so strongly a Government responsibility tbkt we

4 shouldn't have to. And again, Don and Jack will be

5 addressing that at a greater length.

6 one of the key things they're going to

7 be talking about is the policies, the contracts, the

8 guidelines that we think, clearly support that the

9 Government is responsible. Frank, why don't you --

10 MR. VUMBACO: The purpose of the next

11 secti-in JR just to revisit the history of compliance

12 that NMTI has had over the years with the NRC. I

13 mean the facility, as Jim has indicated, has been

14 licensed in Concord st-ce 1958. And during the

15 current management of the company, we've been -- our

16 record hasn't been perfect, but it has been

17 reasonably good. We have had no violations since

i8 1990. We've only had two Level 4 vio!ations in the

39 last 10 years. Tn 1990, wo had a Level 4 violation

20 for transportation: and in 086, we had a posting

21 violation in our Level 4.

22 Prior to that, in 1983, we were cited

23 for h Level 2 violation, but again it's the only

24 Level 2 violation we've hdd under current management

ALL POINTS REPORT"G (610) 272-6731
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1 over the past 20, 25 years. The point here is that

2 NMI has always acted responsibly and professionally

3 and responsive to NRC's requests.

4 In terms of our view of the current

5 compliance position, it ties into what Jim was

6 saying and will tie into the contractual discussion

7 that follows this. And in that we feel that we are

a currently In compliance relative to providing the

9 750 in terms of our portion. What we're asking here

30 for Is the full understanding of the Issue. It's a

11 complex one relative to Government involvement.

12 We're continuing to work that situation

i's towards resolution. We feel that this is a

14 contractual matter, not necessarily a health and

i5 safety matter. We don't feel that it needs

36 escalated enforcement activity to get resolution.

17 We think that what you'll hear in a few minutes in

i1 terms of the contractual remedies, that if provided

19 enough time in order to work those out, that that

20 will be something that will provide for adequate

21 compliance with the rule.

22 What we're requesting here is exercise

23 discretion, as is your ability, relative to this

24 matter, because it Is a complex and unique

ALL POINTS REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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1 situation.

2 And the last thing I wanted to say here

3 Is that we vwil provide periodic updates, as we have

4 in the post, as URC requires and as the information
.4

5 comes to us. With that, I'Ll turn it over to Don,

6 our contracts manager, who will talk about the

7 documentation that's in front of him.

8 HR. HOLODY: Before you get Into that.,

9 just one clarification. Do you feel now that you're

10 in compliance with the rule?

11 MR. VUNBACO: In regards to our

12 responsibility, assuming the fact that the 96

13 percent that Don will talk to is the Government's

14 responsibility, yes. In terms of the 13.8 cost

15 estimato, we feel the 750 that's in place currently

16 is more than adequate from the standpoint of the 4

17 percent of the 13.8.

18 HR. LIOLODY: Even though we licensed

19 you And not tie Government?

20 MR. VtLMBACO: I understand your point,

21 and that's where the crux of the problem is trom the

22 standpoint --

23 MR. iIOLODY: We hold the licensee

24 responsiblo. Our regulations, when you read them,

ALL POINTS REPORTING (610) 272-6731
I .
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1 they talk about the licensee is required to do the

2 following, not any contractor of the licensee.

3 MR. SPIEZIO: If we could, could we go

4 through this, and then I'd be happy to come back to

5 that. But I think it's very relevant to that

6 discussion.

7 MR. HOLODYO: Okay.

8 MR. KING: As far as the contractual

9 documentation goes, it really falls into two parts.

10 The first part being the contractual provisions that

11 deal with the Government equipment and the
b

12 associated facilities decontamination, and the other

13 aspect of it Is the holding basin. So we're going

1.4 to treat those -- they're slightly different

15 circumstances, and Jack's going to speak to the

16 holding basin and I111 speak to the equipment and

17 facilities.

18 The distinction being that the

19 equipment and facilities decontamination is provided

20 for at the -,oint of the close-out of production of

21 the DtL penetrater contracts, and the contract

22 provisions are already in place to provide for a

23 tunding vehicle to effect the decontamination and

24 the disposial or facilities, etc.

ALL POINT'S REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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4 1 On the holding basin, we're currently

2 pursuing funding to deal with the holding basin,, so

3 that's active. Whereas, the other one has the

4 mechanism in place that we're not moving forward to,

5 of course, because we're not in a situation where we

6 need to be decontaminated.

7 MR. IIEHL: So the contracts that you

a have with the Army currently in place have a

9 provision In the contract that says that they will

10 clean up?

11 HR. KING: That's right. I'm going to

12 hand those out to you now. I've got three booklets

13 I'd liJke to give you. One of them is a facilities

14 contract for a Government facility. The second one

is is a production contract. It's the current active

16 production contract for making large caliber DU

17 penetraters. And the third one consists of a

ti presentation that we qave at the Army just a couple

19 of weeks ago, a few weoks ago, relative to fundJng

20 on the holding basin.

21 MR. IIEHL: And what percentage of the

22 equipment and facilities, that is current -- aside

23 tron the holding basin -- are currently contaminated

24 are covered under these current contracts?

ALI. POINTS REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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MR. KING: What percent of the

equipment?

MR. HEHL:

current contract?

Is At all covered under the

MR. KING: There's Government equipment

that was %.ontracted with depleted uranium, and then

there's Nll equipmet that was contaminated with

Government supplied, Government furnished materialF.

So each contract kind of provides for something a

little bit different. You'll see the distinction

between the facilities contract and the production
lb

contract. And what I'd like to do is just kind of

walk you through the provisions on the contract.

And as we go through it, you can see it more.

MR. KINNEMAN: Okay.

MR. KING: That's a aet of the three

sets.

MR. SPIEZIO: And Don is going to tal

to the relevant piece of that, (or those that don'

have it in front of then.

MR. KINNEMAN: That's fine. Just

before we lose track, are you going to leave these

with us? Do you want to -- It's up to you.

HR. KING: We can leave them, sure.

t

ALI, PO0NTS REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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1 MR. KII4NEMAN: Do you consider these

2 proprietary or are these non-proprietary?

3 MR. SPIEZIOt Well they're GovernTent

4 contracts.

MR. K(1NG: The presentation may have

6 some proprietary information.

7 MR. KINNEMAIs You may say some things

a that you will later say is proprietary.

9 MR. JURY: There is proprietary

10 information in the presentation I'm going to make.

11 MS. MILLER: In Ue- one of the -- on

12 the holding basin?

13 MR. JURY: Yes.

14 MR. SPIEZIO: I think the contractual

15 or.e tiat Don's passing out may be proprietary.

16 MR. KING: Not really. The public

17 information is this facilities contract. This

is contract is a subcontract with Olin Ordnance, and we

19 would need OLin's permission to reLease it. So we

20 would need'to treat this as proprietary.

21 MR. KINNE(KAO: Just so we can keep it

22 straight, 1 realize this Is not germane to your

21 presentation, but I don't want to lose track of

24 which is Olin.

AL.b POTNTS REPORTING (610) 272-6733
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1 MR. SPIEZIro: And the same with the

2 small binder.

IHR. KING: The small binder has

4 proprietary information as well.

5 MR. KINNEMAN: Okay. This way we'll

6 know whicl, ones are. I'm sorry to Interrupt you.

7 MR. KING: That's okay. The facilities

8 contract, the one I'll be speakinq to, at the top

9 left-hand corner you see that DAAAO9-E-0013. This

30 is what the Army refers to as a consolidated

11 facilities contract.

12 What a consolidated facilities contract

13 does. It provides for t:.e accountability, the

14 maintenance surveillance of Government equipment and

15 Government furnished materials. They are cost

16 reimbursable type contracts. They are reviewed

17 every five years. The Governm.nt always has to have

i8 a contract vehicle in place for the surveillance,

19 accountability, maintenance ability. So this

20 contract replaced a prior contract, consolidated

21 facJlJtJes contract.

27. When tHe contrac.t Is initiated, the

23 consolidated tacilities contract has no funding.

24 runding Is provided either on a fixed price basis or

hLL POINT:- REPORTING (6101 272-6731
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on a cost reimbursable basis by contract

modificatLon. As the need arises, the contract is

funded. Tt starts out life with no funding at all.

Today, as of today the co-atract's worth 2 and a half

million dollars. We've been funded incrementally

for different activities, including some

decontamination and disposal of Government

equipment.

MR. KINNEMAH: So if I could just

interrupt you, that means that a good portion of

that probably has already been paid to you for

activities done?

MR. KING: That's right.

MR. KINNEMAN: As opposed to there's

not 2 and a half million dollars worth of work

waiting?

MR. KING: That's right.

MR. KINNEMAH: There's some portion of

that waiting, but most of It is expensed?

MR. KING: Probably about 2 or 3

hundred thousand of that total has all been upent,

build nnd paid. So it's only really added as is

required.

MR. SPTF.ZtO: You might want to expand

ALL POINTS REPORTING (610) 272-6731
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I on -- some Government equipment became obsolete and

2 this is how we see a lot of this being taken care

3 of in terms of the total L3.8.

4 MR. KING: One of the contract

5modifications, and it's included in the contract

6 that's in your package, there's a scope of work in

7 there that provided for us to dispose and

a decontaminate about 24 pieces of Government

9 equinment, which we did just-fairly recently.

10 That's part of that funding. And that was added

11 based on our request that we've got excess equipment

12 we need to dispose of it. And the Government direct

13 funded us to do that.

14 MR. HIEHL: You decontaminate, you folku

i5 do and then you send off the --

16 MR. VUMBACOI Basically we look at a

17 project and determine on a case-by-case basis what

18 we would do with that particular piece of equipment.

19 In some cases where It lends itself to

20 decontamination, we would either do decontamination

21 inside our facility or send it out for

22 decontamination.

23 Tn the case of this equipment, most of

24 the equipment found its way to a facility down in
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1 South Carolina that was doing mevtal melting at the

2 time on the basis of some of the equipment that Just

3 didn't lend itself well to physical decontamination,

4 so uld use a variety of means in order to

5 disposition the equipment.

6 MR. HEHIL: But there's no residual

7 left? I mean does the facility then send you back

a the radioactive material?

9 MR. VUMBACO: In terms of metal

10 molting, the way the industry does it today, I'm

11 sure people in the room know this, is that very
b

12 little residual contamination exists if you metal

13 melt. If you do decontamination, yes, there are

14 some residual wastes that would be returned back

15 under the current scheme relative to waste disposal.

16 But in the case of the metal melt

17 materials, I believe that if there was residual that

18 thiat would be sent back to the Government, from the

39 statndpoint of the waste from that activity, be

20 d'.posLtioned on the behalt of the Government by the

21 Corntractor.

22 tn fact in this specific case, the

23 Gcovernnment had i contract with NMI as well as a

24 contract with this third party, funded indivadually,
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I from the stondpoint of taking aare of what residuals

2 ahd what labor, etc. and equipment used at the

3 facil;ity in Tennessee did after we shipped it to

41 them. In fact the Governzent made independent the

5 transportation of the equipment, again looking for

6the lowest pos.sible price to the Government.

7 14R. HEHL: Then none of that

radioactive material returned then to your facility j
9 in Concord?

10 4R. KING: That's correct.

Ll Mk. KINNEMAN; I just want to be real

L2 clear on the one point is that the reason it didn't

13 return was that the Government arranged for separate

14 disposition?

is HR. VUHBACO: To the best, of my

16 know:edge, that's correct. Don?

17 MR. KING: That's how it was handled.

18 HR. KINNEHAN: In other words, it

19 wasn't that you also paid a roe which then had to go

20 on to say Brnwell?

2J MR. KING: No.

22 MR. KINN)'l4AN: Okay, thank you. Thatts

23

24

important.
MS. MILLER: I have a question. You
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1 had* said that the contract is funded as money is

2 needed. Is there an overall cap though as far as an

3 amount that would be provided?

4 MR. KING: o0.

5 mS. mILLER; Basically you would come

6 in at one point and lay out what you need. Now do

7 they dispute costs so that, you know, basically

a saying we know -- we think it should cost you less?

9 MR. KrIN: Yes, they do. They

~6
10 negotiate with us. Any type of proposal that's not

I1 a competitive type proposal, they would negotiate

12 the labor hours and materials and transportation

13 costs with us, sure.

14 MS. NILLER: But it's a good faith

15 contract that they will use you for this work?

16 MR. KING: That's right. In fact we

17 proposed -- when we first proposed disposin9 of some

18 of this equipment, we were going to pay the metal

19 melter, but the Government decided th - they would

20 handle that separately so they could save some money

21 that way,

22 MR. KINNEMAN: Okay. Thank you.

23 cl MR. KING: The contract contains a

24 clue, a Government property ci .3se. On paqe ,
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1 if you flip to 0, there's a Government propG.ty

2 clause that relates to the facilities. And hakt

* we've done in the next tab is we put in a copy of

4 that Government property clause for you to take A

5 look at. Normally they don't put the full teot of

6 the clauses in the contracts.

7 And what that Government property -- if

8 you flip a couple of pages, we've done some

9 highLighting of that, just for convenience purposes.

10 And basically what It says Is that at the point

11 either the contractor or the Government terminates

12 the use of the facilities, that the Government will

13 provide funding for rehabilitation or restoration

14 costs that's associated with the removal of those

15 facilities.

16 HR. HIEHL: And where Js that stated?

17 MR. KING: I think ii's on the last --

18 tie vecy last paqe. Actually It's stated kind of In

19 a negative way. It says, "Unless otherwise

20 specified, the Government shall not be obligated to

21 pay the contractor to restore or rehabilitate any

22 property, except for restoration or rehabilitation

23 costs catlRed by the reumoval of the facilities under

24 the prior paragraph."
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I MR. HEHL: So how are you interpreting

2 that?

7

'I
4

5

6

77
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11
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MR. KING: So we interpret that very

consistent with the way the equipment that we Just

renoved, that the Government's respo..sible for

removing the equipment and also restoring the

facilities associated with that equipment.

MR. HEIIL= Damage to your facilities as

a result of the equipment then they would --

MR. KING: Exactly.

MR. KINNEMAN: How would that -- I can

underatan4 how that would work to say a lathe or a

press and also perhaps the things that happened when

you remove that from wherever it is, the air lines

and things live that, how about the building?

Because certainly some portion, in rev~ewinq your

cost estimate, the building, the concrete might have

soze contamination, the vsntilatlon system. rs the

decontamination of that part of the building

consistent wlth that clause?

MR. RING: Well the ventilation, rhe

pieces that are associated with the equipment are

part of that. And we've already made that precedent

on this last contract chanqe. As relates to the
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1 rest of it, let's go to the next contract, which is

2 our production contract.

3 MR. KINiNEHAN; So you*.re finished with

4 this one?

5 MR. HEHL: Would you reiterate what

6 percentage of the contaminated effluent would fall

7 under these facglitles?

a MR. XING: M3ybe half.

9 MR. KINNEMAN: If I can just rephrase

10 your quostion, if I undorstand correctly, then this

11 would be all of the contaminated equipment that's

12 used unaer Government -- in other words, all the

13 things that we would ..ormally think of as equipment,

14 presses and lathes and forming equipment?

is MR. KIlNG: It's the Government owned

16 equ ipment.

17 MR. KINREI'AN: Only the Government

is owned equipment?

L9 KR. KING: Only the Government owned

20 equipment.

21 MR. KII•NEMANt Niot the NMI equipment?

22 HR. KING; The NMI equipment and

23 fc-ilities, we want to speak to that under our

24 prt'ic.tion contract.
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I KR. =HLI;: So this covers about half of

I tie equipment that is currently being utllized under

3 your license that is contaminated?

4 KR.. KUI4G: That's right,

5 MR. KINNEKAN: And just again, and

6 that's -- that Is equipment that Is owned and

7 furnished by the Government?

a KR. kING: Either owned or furnished by

9 the Government, right, equipment and materials.

10 mR. KXIREIHAI: Okay.

11 mR. JURY: I might also say that the

12 Army, historically. for the last 20 years, has

13 honored the funding and cleanup of these type

14 facilities under many, many contracts. So there's

15 no reason to assume that when the time comes they

16 would not do it under the uNM contract.

17 MR. HEHL: Are you going to address at

in some point in time though, since a lot of your

19 argument depends on Army activities, why the Army

20 has not provided, as they I guess -- as we've

21 requested, some sort of a letter of intent or

22 whatever?

.3 MR. JURY: Yes.

24 A R. KTLL:.: Pie reason tie Army hasn't

I
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done it is because there hasn't been a motion, if

you will, for contract modification to add those

fundg. So the Government doesn't see the

requirement in front of them.

an the consolidated facilities

contract, as the requLrenent comes up, the request

for fundIng is put in. Therets been no request for

funding un decontamination of rhe facility.

MR. JURY: Well tids portion of the

facility is still being used.

MR. SPIEZT0: Yes.

MR. KING: Oh. sure.

HR. JURY: And you would not go into a

cleanup situation till end of production of this

type ot equipefnt.

MR. SPIEZIO: I think also in reference

to why there's not a letter, I don't think the Army

feels the need for the letter. It's contractually

covered.

whjen thinqs become obsolete or no

longer used. like this Government equipment, they

fund those things accordingly. Truly the contract

lnnrjunoe makes provision for, in the event these

facilsties and/or equipment become unused, the
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1 contract kicks in and covers it.

2 MR. fFJIL: Is this the only equipment

3 that is currently unused? Is that what is covered

4 under this removal that you completed or is it --

5 MR. KIVG: Only the unused -- not

6 necessarily. It was really obsolete equipment. We

7 do have some equipment that's not probably currently

8 being used that may be used six months froi now or

9 eight months rrom now.

10 MR. HEIIL: So as far as you know,

11 therels really no intent on tha part of the Army tV

12 remove that equipment?

13 MR. FMIG: That's right. We've got

14 active bids for Government contracts. We need that

15 equipment to perform on the contracts.

16 MR. KEHIL: Now I guess under the

17 facilities contract then it that -- it you did not

is receive. for whatever reason, additional contracts,

19 then essentially that contract would go out of

20 existence. right?

21 MR. KING: Actually that contract

22 provides the vehicle (or what they call the plant

23 clearance case, whore they initiate all ot the

24 actions to start clearing the plant of Government
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equipment. So they may choose either to just

mothball It, in other words, kind of lay it away, or

they may choose to move It to another facility, or

they may choose to dispose of it. but that contract

has all the provisions in place for the* to go down

that path.

MR. 1IEHL: Okay.

MR. VUMBACO: Don, while we're on that

point, you may want to touch upon a key factor with

this contract in we ean't act unilaterally, that we

need direction.
b

HR. KING: Well I think that deals more

with the holding basin, with the GF14 issue. We

always need to notify the customer firs:. All of

tte actions are basically bilateral.

On the production contract, it you open

the production contract, we have an existing -- an

ongoing rc-wti.,t with Olin Ordnance to supply about

1Z thousand large caliber depleted uranium

penotraters.

The contract has, in the body of the

contract, and you can see that, that they're

supplying 375 thotusdnd pounds of uranium

hexafluoride ror us to manufacture the penetraters.

.9

.1
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I And also there's an -- NZM requests of

2 the Government the use of the equipment under this

3 contract to be used on this contract. That becomes

4 part of the Olin contract that yes, indeed, we have

5 permission to use that. And the schedule of the

6 equipment becomes part of the Olin contract as vell.

7 Now the Olin contract also has a

8 Government property clause for fixed price

9 contracts. That's on one of the Olin flysheets.

10 They call out this 52245.2.

11 MR. KEHL; is there a tab?
b

12 MR. KING: Tab C,

13 MR. HEHL: And what was it?

14 MR. KING: It's a similar clause to the

35 consolidated facilities, but it's different, because

16 it's a different type of -- this is a production

17 contract versus a racilities contract. On tab 0,

18 we've included the text of the file provision.

19 MS. MILLER: Now you made a point of

20 mentioning that the facility contract becomes a part

21 at the Olin contract for the facility because you've

22 asked permission to use the equipment?

23 MR. KING: The use of the facilities.

24 MS. HTLLER: So then do all of the
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1 provisions of that facilities contract --

2 MR. KING: No.

3 MS. MILLER; Just the one permission to

4 use?

6 MR. KING: Thatfs right. And what the

6 Olin contract provides for is If Government

7 furnished property -- at the time Government

8 furnished property Is withdrawn, that an equitable

9 adjustment would include restoration or

10 rehabilitation costs of the facilities.

11 Two things are happening. The first

12 thing is the Government is supclyLng uranium

13 hexaVluoride, which is contaipinating the facility.

14 Secondly, they require us to use it in the

15 manufacture of the product because .t's part of the

Id product specification. When that material Is

17 withdrawn, the Government then would provide an

is equitable adjustment under this clause.

19 What we asked EKE to do, Jack Jury, was

20 to take an Independent look at the contract language

21 and kind of let us know if we're reading this right,

22 and these are really what the Government's

23 obligations are. Because obviously we've never come

24 to the point where we've had to test it.
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On tab E we have a letter --

MR. HOLODY: Staying on tab D, just

reading, you had highlighted parts of Itet 3-2. I'V

not a lawyer, but my reading of this says that the

Government can abandon its obligations at any time.

MR. KING: Right.

MR. HOLODY: Under 3-1.

MR. KING: The Government Cannot

abandon property that's contaminated with hazardous

materials.

MR. HOLODY: Where is that precluded?

MR. KING: That's precluded in the

Defense Logistics Agency internal regulations.

That's not something that's part of this contract

per se.

MR. HOWODY: So you're saying that ihis

particular contract applies only to noncontaminated

materials, noncontaminated equipment?

HR. KItVG: That's right. Well the

abandontment provision does.

MR. KINNEMAN: Wel1 but again, I would

ask, however -- it nays, "llowevar, if Government --

Okay, r see. So it says It c.on -- that Is confusing

because It says it has no ohligation. It explicitly
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I starts out with it has no obligation to restore or

2 rehabilitate the premises under any circumstances.

3 That basically I guess as I would read it, T'm not

4 an attorney either, but as I would read It, it's

5 totally at the Government's discretion. I mean

6 there may be another clause that you think, but as

7 this reads -- it sounds like it's totally at the

B8 Government's discretion whether they abandon or

9 restore it.

to "It tile property is withdrawn or is

11 unsultable for its intendoJ use or It other property
b

12 is substituted, then the equitable adjustment may

13 properly include restoration or rehabilitation."

14 It seems to say it the Government

15 decides to take the equipment or to do it then they

16 will pay for it, but if they don't, they won't.

17 MR. KING: Well two things at work.

18 Number one, the Government is not abandoning

IV prnperty that's contaminated with hazardous

20 materials. And the other one is by policy and

precedent that the Army has always honored those

2: costs. And thet's really part of the reason also

21 that we asked for an independent opinion. And

24 that's really what this letter helps clarity.
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4 1 MR. HOODY: You said -- tell me again

2 what it is that says they cannot abandon their

I equipment.

4 HR. KING: Hazardous materials?

5 HR. HOLODY: Yes.

6 MR. KING: The DLA Handbook, the

7 Property Management Hlandbook.

13 MR. JURY: Defense Logistics Agency

9 serves as the property administrator for all

10 contracts with NMI. They discharge the property

11 administration for any of the -- any defense

12 customers that have contracts with NHI.

13 MR. KING: That's consistent with the

14 Government funding as the 240 thousand dollars to

I• dispose of contaminated equipment. If they could

16 have abandoned it for free, they would have done

17 that. They obviously can't do that because they're

i8 prohibited from doing that.

19 HR. NINNEMAN: out what 3bout an

20 alternative argument which says well we're not

31 abandoning it, we've already paid the contractor

22 under the terms of the contract for manufacturinq

23 nnd we're not ahandoninq It, we're leaving it in the

24 Ihands of a licensed qualified individual to be
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1. properly handled at their expense for vhich we've

2 alreetdy paid them overhead.

if you're going to address this later,

4 1 don't mean to push you ahead, but that's kind of

5 the question that seems to come imnediately to mind

6 that -- I mean I understand you've indicated that

7 they've done it before, but why wouldn't that be

a their answer?

9 MR. KING: We haven't sought any

10 tunding under our contracts to make a provision for

11 that because the provision already existed. So we

12 didn't put any extra money in our contract so that

13 we'd have some buffer in the future.

14 MR. JURY: At a point in time that the

15 company decides that the Government furnished

16 property is no longer needed, they will go to the

17 Government through the Defense Logistics Agency and

18 ask for disposition instructions of that property.

19 What do you want to do with it.

20 HR. KTNNEMhiN: That's the Government

21 furnished property?

22 HR. JURY: Government furnished

23 property.

24 MR. NTNNEMAN: Which Includes the
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1 uranium.

2 MR. JURY: And again, we're talking

3 about the equipment in the facility rather than the

4 basin. I'll get to that a little later.

5 MR. ICINNEWI&1: I understand, but the

6 contamination say on the walls of the room.

7 MR. JURY: Right. And we'll ask for

a disposition instructioni of that -- instruction for

9 that equipment. Also advise the Government of that

10 equipment that has been contaminated. At that

11 point -- and also ldentify those dollars associated
b

12 with the cleanup of that contaminated equipment.

13 So they'll be asking for two things.

.14 One, what do you want to do with It, and here's the

15 price tag, give us the money to clean up the

16 contaminated equipment and adjust the contract

17 equitably, adjust the contract, put dollars in that

is contract for that cleanup. That's the normal

29 proceduro that's followed.

20 MR. KYNENAtN: And you would not expect

21 tho answor Crom the Army to be okay, for the

22 Government furnished equipment, the press or

23 whatever, give you the instrUctions and the money,

24 but the builuinq's yours and we already paid you to
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do that rcontract, including disposal of the waste.

Because in fact you did dispose of waste that was

generated under that contract. And therefore, we

feel no further obligation to pay you money for say

cleaning the concrete in the -- I don't know the

pickling room or something like that because we've

already paid you under previous production contracts

those costs and you bhould have set aside money.

MR. JURY: No, they have not been --

MR. SPIEZIO: Let me address that.

It's really a misnomer. They haven't already paid

it. They paid related overheads and whatnot as part

of a manufacturinq company. From an allowability of

cost perspective, OCA audit review, as a contractor,

you can't set up a sinking fund to cover these kind

of things. It's not an allowable cost. Had we went

that route DCA would have turned around and said

hey, those are unallowable conts, they've got to

come out. So specifically it's not in there because

we're not allowed to put that iTs as a cost.

MR. KINNtMANZ But the cost of

disposing the actual waste, that's generated --

HR. SPIEZIO: That's a different

matter, and --
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1 MR. KINNEKAN: And that was already

2 paid for.

3 MR. SpIEzr): Yes, becbt:se that truly

4 is a tiow-through cost.

5 MR. KrtINEHAH: Because you pay for it

6 then.

7 MR. SPIEZIO: That's right. And I

8 think that the position that they don't allow

9 sinking funds is really consistent with the position

10 that contractually it's covered, that when the time

11 comes that we've got to worry about it, we'll step

12 up and pay for it, we being the Army.

13 It they allow us -- lookinrg at it from

14 a Government perspective, it they had allowed us

15 over the past 10 years to put a sinking fund in

16 place for 20 million dollars, we would gain the

17 benefit ef interest off that, etc., etc. It really

18 cot.s the Government excess money. When the time

19 comes t' decommission it. how do we develop that

20 fund In the first place. We decide that we're going

21 to do a very exotic treatment to dispose of the

22 contamination of the building.

23 This way when it cores time to actually

24 deconmjssion something, the Government has the
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1 flexibility. They say hey, we're going to bury it

2 in Utah, we're going to metal melt it or this or

3 that. So I think those things are very consistent.

4 But we don't have a vehicle, had we wanted to in the

5 past to set up a sinking fund. And they truly

0 haven't paid that cost because it's not part of that

7 cost build-up that's In that overhead.

8 MR. HEHL: You mentioned the waste is

9 different. Are you talking about nonradioactive

10 material waste or is It other?

11 MR. VUMBACO: Both rad. waste and the

12 possibility of any hazardous waste that may come out

13 of say for instance the cleaning of the materials.

14 But specifically the rad. waste has always been

15 covered on a production contract, given the fact

16 that there's so many units and there's so much waste

17 that's generated per unit, and it's quoted that way

18 and covered in that contract. Is that correct, Don?

19 MR. KING: Yes.

20 MR. SPIEZIO: By Government design.

21 They could certainly take a position similar to the

22 building that hey, stockpile this and down the road

21 we'll decide what to do. They made a decision what

24 way tiley wanted to treat pioduction waste, and that
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I way was hey, we'll dispose of that as it .omes

2 again. Kind of consistent roum a contractual point

3 of view.

4 MR. MEHL: So Is there a stockpile

5currently of production waste, or is that all gone?

6 MR. VUMBACO: Only because of the

7 inability 'or the Northeast to use Barnwell, so

8 there is 81) some drums of material that --

9 MR. MEHL.: What's happening to the

10 contractual funds for disposal there? Is that no.'

12 being accumulated for disposal? If you've

12 already -- if they've already .-Aid you for that

13 amount, then how is that going to be addressed?

14 MR. SPIEZZO: Well at this point they

15 truly haven't paid for that. Essentially the

16 remainder of the A-2 building?

17 MR. KING: Yeah.

18 MR. SPIEZIO: This is kind of -- we're

19 at a neo point in time on that subject. We don't

20 currently have a stockpile of inaterial that they've

21 already paid for that we haven't disposed of.

22 MR. HEHL: You have current production

23 in process?

24 .1R. SPIEZIO: Right.
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1 MR. HEHL: And that's generating waste?

2 MR. SPEIZIO: Yes.

3 MR. HEHL: And that waste is being

4 accumulated because you don't have any place to ship

5 it?

6 MR. SPIEZIO: Right.

7 MR. HEHL: So what's covering eventual

8 disposal of that waste?

g MR. SPIEZIO: I guess we truly haven't

10 addressed that issue. We're accruing a cost -- this

11 Is a different area that we haven't really got total

12 resolution from a DCA perspective how this is going

13 to get treated.

14 Typically DCA audit, you can't use

15 accrued cost any more than you can use a sinking

16 fund, that costs are costs. So this inability to

17 bury has -- we're on a new frontier with that, if

18 you would.

19 Over the next throe to six months, I

20 would assumue DCA and PCO. ACO, we're going to have

21 to reach some kmni of conclusion on how we're going

22 to deal with that.

23 MR. WOOTERS: I think the simpler

24 question, and maybe the one you'te asking, is that
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1 there's money in the contract to cover the disposal

2 cost, we haven't Incurred that cost and the Army

3 hasn't, reimbursed it.

4 MR. SPIEZIO: At this point.

5 HR. JFINNEMAN: 6.o would it be fair to

6 say on a typical waste estimate, you have a hundred

7 drums, you go to tho Army, and say today it's

a costing a thousand dollars a drum, so I need a

9 hundred thousand dollars to bury the waste, if

10 that's the cane, they say fine, go ahead. You send

1] it off, get an invoice and go to the Army and say we
b

12 spent a hundred thousand dollars, plus whatever the

13 other things are, and then you get reimbursed for

14 it.
10

is But you can't may I have a thousand

16 drums, some day it's going to cost me a hundred

17 thousand dollars, give me the money and we're done

18 with It and that's my business risk. If I can get

19 It done (or S0 thousand, I made So thousand. And if

20 I get it done for 250 thousand dollars, I lost a

23 hundred 50 thousand. it doesn't work that way?

22 HR. SPIEZIO: T guess I suspect it

23 will. I guess I don't envision that the Army is

24 going, on this type of production waste, is willing
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to go to a we'll reimburse it somewhere down the

road. Just the way they work, you do a production

for 20 thousand pieces, everybody gets paid. You do

the work. The Government is not going to want to

have contracts for decades. And who knows what the

cost is and they've got to deal with it and put

funds back in. A reasonable assumption is you've

got a stockpile for two years and in two years we

probably will do X. Y and Z. that's a reasonable

number.

MR. HEVIL: So I guess what I understand
b

is that for the current proauction waste that you

have on hand, that is covered by contractual

obligations to dispose of-that waste as part of the

contract.

MR. SPIEZIO: Yes.

MR. IIERL: You don't have any waste

left over trom other activities that are not covered

by it?

MS. MILLER: Wlell the holding basin.

MR. KININEMAN: Tile holding basin, but

they said they're going to address that separately.

MS. MILLER: And a point of

clarification, this clause for the Government, be it
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1 facilities for production, that really the

2 abandonment Issue is covered under the Defense

3 Logistics Agency Handbook, and that this clause

4 would only cover if the Government is not seeing a

5 use for that type of material or they're withdrawing

6 it from the schedule of equipment that they want to

7 use?

8 MR. KING: That's right.

9 MS. NILLER: So really it's their call

10 as far as that equipment goes. Like would you be

11 able to say we don't want to use this equipment any

12 longer?

13 MR. KING: We would request direction

14 from the Government on the disposition of the

15 material if we're finished with all of our

16 contracts.

17 MR. SPIEZIO: Wetve done that from time

18 to time. That's not untried territory. We've done

19 that.

20 we could certainly take a position, and

21 we may from a business perspective. that even though

22 we've qot equipment that could be productively used

23 for future contracts, because of space

24 considerations, we want-the floor space or something
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I else, we would approach then on the facilitieF

2 contract.

3 MS. MILLER: So then by saying that

4 really it's the contract that covers the costs, it's

5 not only the contract but it's also then this

6 provision of the Defense Logistics Agency Handbook.

7 So it's the contract with that that holds them to

8 cover the costs, it's not just this clause.

9 MR. SPIEZIO: Well the DOA eliminates

10 their Lbllity to abandon In place because it's got

11 hazardous material on it.

12 MS. MILLER: So it says that they may

13 abandon, but really with regard to hazardous

14 materials, that's not applicable then?

15 MR. SPIEZIO: Yes.

16 MS. MILLER: Thank you.

17 HR. KING: inder tab E is the letter,

18 and you might want to just take a minute to read it

19 over. And wo've also added the resumes of the

20 people that have given us this independent opinior

21 with respect to the contract language.

22 MR. SPIEZIO: We probably want to

23 summarizo that to. ' rocord at least.

24 HS. MILLER: And for the people in
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1 headquarters.

2 HR. SPIEZIO: And the people on the

3 bridge.

4 HR. KING: I think the first paragraph

5 gives a pretty good synopsis of it. Prom

6 Engineering Management Executives, Incorporated, in

7 Alexandria.

8 They have "studiec. both our

9 consolidated facilities contract with AMC Cam and

10 our subcontract with Olin Corporation to determine

13 the Government's obligation to clean, restore and

12 rehabilitate NMI and Government owned facilities and

13 equipment which have been contaminated in the

14 manufacture of depleted uranium products for the

15 Government. Our review was restricted to the post

16 production period.

17 "It is our conclusion that the

i8 Government Is obligated by contract, policy and

19 longstanding practice to clean, restore and

20 rehabilitate the facilities and equipment, to

21 include special tooling and test equipment.

22 F,. thormora, the Government has the flexibility to

23 use eit: er the consolidated facilities contract or

24 the olin purchase order or both to accomplish the
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That's the essence of their findings.

MR. HAMISH: Now in reaching these

findings, was your contractor -- did they discuss

this specific issue with the Army?

MR. KING: They --

MR. SPIEZIO: You might want to talk a

bit about the background of the consulting firm.

MR. JURY: No, we did not discuss it

with the Army. But both Individuals that are now

working [or El1E were prior Army employees, retired.

So we've both, Darryl Griffin and myself, have a

significant amount of experience dealing in. this

issue (or the Army and have firsthand knowledge of

what had been done in the past on these issues.

MR. MAMISH: So it's based on the

history of how these sort of issues have been

treated?

MR. JURY: And the knowledge of the

regulations.

MR. IIOLODY: Knowledge of what

vegulations?

MR. JURY: Federal acquisition

requIatI ons.
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MR. HOLODY: Contract regulations?

HR. JURY: Contract regulations.

MR. HOLODY: So you're saying that If

the Army were to see this, they will be in full

agreement with this?

MR. JURY: Yes.

MR. HOLODV: Why is it that you would

not go to the Army then and obtain the vehicle or

the instrument, financial instrument that. our

regulat~ins say you need? I mean isn't that the

crux of the issue?

MR. JURY: The problem -- you know, the

problem In this particular area, the problem has not

occurred with regard to the need to clean up the

facility. It hasn't occurreJ. Maybe I'm missing

the question.

MR. JOHNSON: This is Tim Johnson. 14

have allowed a number of licensees to use a

Government guarantee, but In each of those cases,

e

the Government aqency responsible was able to

provide us a statement of intent that they would

provide v.e funds for the remediotlon.

Ts there any reason why we can't get

that letter from the Army or Department of Defense
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1 here? That's all we need.

2 MR. HOLODY: That's my question

I esoentially, stated becttr by him. What is the

4 problem getting such a letter of intent?

5 MR. JURY: There may be a problem.

6 We're dealinq with a future problem, a future

7 funding by the Army In thi- particular area. There

8 may be a problem getting a letter of intent to say

9 that we were going to -- we will recognize X amount

10 of dollars in some future -- in some future budget.

11 because it will be funded out of current year funds.
b

12 As a maitter of fact, I think there will be a problem

13 gettinq such a letter.

14 MR. KINNEHAN: I understand that issue,

15 and that may pres-nt a problem for us, but would you

16 believe that the Army would say -- essentially what

17 1 take from your presentation -- I don't mean to

is condense It too much -- but It is that the Army has

1q a contractual obliqation to properly remediate. As

30 betweqn the contract and the regulations, they must

21 satisfactorily remediate any hazardous material and

22 dispose ot Government property, even it it's by

sayinj that wo're done with it.

24 You and they may not agree on what it
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1 costs, but it would seem a0 me the Army would at

2 least agree that they would agree to that, that yes#

3 at the time as yet uncr*tain when eithe.- NMI decides

4 not to purs-ae this business any longer or the Army

5 is no longer interested in having NIMI do it, that

6 the Army has an obligation -- a contractual

7 6bligation to clean up the equipmesit and facilities

8 and restore them in whatover, and that we'll

9 negotiate with NtMI on. And we'll probably do what

10 we usually do, whLch is to say your overhead's too

11 high and we'll work that out and we'll negotiate on

12 that process, but we do have that obligation.

13 MR. 3JRY: That's correct.

14 MR. KINNEMAN: We're not yet willing to

is agree what that will cost because we don't know what

16 it will be in X number of years. Do you think, the

17 Army would be willlntj to say that?

18 First question is do you think the Army

19 agrees with -that statement?

20 MR. J011NSON: Well does the Army agree

2.L with your interpretation of the contract?

22 MR. HEHL: That's the key issue.

24. MR. JURY: Yes, I think they will.

24ý MR. JOIHNSON: r ' sure you must have
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I had some discussions with them on this.

2 MR. JURY: I have not had any

3 discussions wlth the Army.

4 MR. NOLODY: So this is your -- this is

5 your reading of what the contract is?

6 MR. JURY: That's correct.

7 MR. HOLODY: And it's your belief that

3 the Army will agree with that reading?

9 MR. JURY: That's correct.

10 MR. HOLODY: But you have no

12 cohtfirmation from thle Army that they agree with that

12 reading of the contract?

13 MR. JURY: That's correct.

14 HR. HOLODY: And you've not gQone back

15 to the Army and asked for a letter of intent to

16 clean up the facility?

17 MR. JURY: I have not.

xlh HR. MANISH: And your reasoning is

J9 besause they've fulfilled that obligation in the

20 past, you have no reason to believe --

21 MR. JURY: With many. many contractors

22 on this same issue. And normally -- you know, in

23 t1%Ls case Don mertioned there are two avenues.

24 .Normally it Is done under the taciLities contract.
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At the conclusion of production, the cumpanies go to

the Government and say we have such and such a

prc-olem and ask for disposition instructions. And

then the contract -- money is put in that facilities

contract for the cleanup. And that•s happened many,

ma:sy times over many. many years. So I have no

reason to assume that will not be done in this case.

MR. HCHL: But that would only cover

about 50 percent oL what obligation you have at NMI

with regard to contaminated equipmet.t and things

that the facilities --
b

MR. KING: The Army can flow production

funds through the consolidated facilities contract.

So as Jack said, they could use the consolidated

facilities contract to fund the entire effort, if

they chose to.

MR. HEHL% Now this production contract

ts -- you're a subcontractor to Olin?

MR. KING: Right.

MR. EHEL: And so the clauses in here

with regard to obligation of the Army, is that to

Olin or is that to NMI?

IR. JURY: That is in the Olin

contract, and those provisions are flowed down to
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1 the Olin subcontractors.

2 MR. BERL: And so the uiranium, even

I though It's furninned '.o Olin as Government

4 furnished material, is it then furnished to you as

* Government furnished material or is it furnished to

6 you as Olin materla!?

7 MR. KItUG: Government furnished

a material directly to us.

MR. SPIEZIO: Government maintains

10 title, does property audits.

11 MR. HEHL: Okay. Has NMI gone back to

13 the Army to ask about this letter of credit -- or

13 not letter ot credit, but this letter of intent or

14 interpretation of the contract?

15 MR. KING: No, we haven't. We believe

16 the contracts speak for themselves. Ana we've had

17 an Independent assessment of that by people who

18 wrote some of the very policies that the Army is

19 implementing today.

20 MR. IIBUL: And certainly no -- nothing

21 intended, but Jt's still -- I guess our difficulty

22 Is it would be better to hear it from the Army than

23 hear from them.

2•4 MR. KrNNLNAN:• I think to put our
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difficulty somevhat differently is that what you're

asserting is that there's a contractual obligation

between you and the Army for the Army to pay these

costs. And our problem at the moment is that that's

not a mechanism that's provided for in the

regulations, that that's not a mechanism that we

recognize. It may be valid, and perhaps we Care

consider that, but at the moment it doesn't meet one

of the boxes that we put in the regulations. That's

not an intent to be bureaucratic, it's what the

regulat.l'ons say.

Do you have any different view on that,

Brad?

14R. JONES: .go. The sLtuatior. -- I

mean we have situations where we have Government

licensees, and we may be just as certain based on

our regulation that they're obliqated as we might

become by reviewing these contracts, but the fact

remains even in those situations we require a

statement of intent.

Now I'm not sure If the belief is the

hanqup will be the Army put.tinq a specific dollar

amount that they're committing themselves to into

sw-h a letter, there may be a way to deal with that
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I If we're sure the letter describes exactly what

2 actLvities theyll1 be respo~nsible for without

3 specifying the dollar amount. But you know we can

4 become just as certain as can be that under this

5 contract they're obligated, but unless they

6 acknowledge that, that doesn't really get us

7 anywhere.

8 HR. IIIZL: Why don't we go on?

9 HR. KINKEMAN: I think we're delaying

10 you from your presentation by questions.

11 MR. HEHL: Certainly, you know, there
b

12 are a lot ot good issues are coming out of this, and

13 we certainly need to explore later.

14 HR. CRONIN: we just wanted to clear up

15 one issue though, and tUat is if a letter of Intent

16 Is suitable, then a contract would be much rore

17 suitable. We have a binding contract which ye

is regard --

19 MR..TONi5SO01: Could speak up, please?

20 MR. CROQNtI: Yes. What we're saying is

21 that if a letter of intent is suitable, a bindLng

22 contract is much more suitable. And that's what

23 wo're tryinq to say here, that we have contractual

24 commitments on the part of the Department of Defense

-- -
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I that provides much more assurance than simply a

a letter of intent.

3 MR. HEHLi And certainly I think those

4 are some at the issues that we need to digest,

5 internally also. I think these are -- it's

6 certainly good information, and that's why we're

7 talking about it. So why don't we go on?

8 MR. KING: Jack. I'll turn it over to

9 you on the holding basin.

10 MR. JURY: Okay-

11 MR. IOLODY: Just one question before
b

12 you go on, who do you deal with on this type of an

13 issue? If you were to pose this question to an

14 individual with the Army, who would you talk to that

15 would say yeah, that is our intent?

16 MR. JURY: Initially it would be the

17 procurinq/contracting officer with the Army at Rock

18 island who's the contrautinq officer for the

39 facilities contract. So it you want an

20 interpretation, you wculd go back to that

2) eontracting officer.

22 MR. HOLODY: And his name is listed in

23 one of these? What's his name?

24 HR. HE)IL: It's on the front of the
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I documents.

2 MR. HOLODY: Charles Smith?

3 MR. KING: The acting

4 procurlng/contracting officer -- the contract's been

5 modified several times. I think the acting is Jim

6 Munson.

7 MR. JURY: 3im Munson.

8 MR. HEHL: Okay.

9 MR. JURY: We would like to now move

10 into the holding basin.

13 MR. WOOTERS: Jack, excuse me, I didn't

12 mean to interrupt, but some of your background has

13 come out in earlier questioning, but I think it

14 would be helpful for the record just to tell us a

is littl, bit about your background and experience.

16 MR. JURY: I am a former DOD employee.

17 1 spent 30 years in Government contracts with Air

is Focce, Navy and ultimately the Army. My last

19 position was a senior executive for the Army

20 Material Command. And I was responsible for the

21 Army Material C'ommand procurement mission. I was

22 also hoad of Contracting activity for the Army, held

23 positions as contracting officer and numerous

24 positions in between.
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2 My colleague, Darryl Griffin, who also

2 worked on these issues under this study, has 40
13

3years with the Government with -- primarily with the

4 Army, and retired as the principal deputy assistant

5 for research and development and acquisition at Army

6 Material Command. In this book you will see his

7 resume and my resume and a brief bios. So both of

8 us have extensive Army experience.

9 Mr. Griffin retired the beginning of

10 this ysar. I retired in 1988. Subsequent tc that,

11 Iive been doing oonsultinq work in contract issues
b

12 and problems, some of them very sima.lar to the

!3 proble.m that NMI has. So that's a thumbnail

14 background.

is MR. HEHL: Thank you very much.

16 MR. JURY: So witn that 1td like to

17 skip the first part of these -- the first number of

18 sheets which tells ýou who we are.

19 TId like to say that ENE was contracted

20 to look at the overall problem of the holding basin.

21 And durJnq the cour:.o of that review, we reviewed

22 all the penetrater contracts from day one and all

23 the correspondence relating to the holding basin

24 problem.
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1 As I go through, this particular

2 briefing was put together for the Pickatinny

3 Arsenal, we gave it to the Director of Procurement

4 and one of his division chiefs the 22nd of November.

5 We also had a subsequent -- we gave this also to

6 chief counsel at Pickatinny Arsenal. After the

7 briefing, we also left certain pieces of

a correspondence which I'll mention a little later on,

9 asking for some Government decisions.

10 The company has long maintained that

it the contents of the holding basin Is Government
b

12 furnished property. Our review of that position

13 also concludes that it's Government furnished

14 property in the holding basin. The material

is contains 350 thousand pounds of depleted uranium.

16 And if you recall, it was earlier mentiened that the

17 depleted uranium that was required for production

i8 was Government furnished.

•9 Currently, it's In a dehydrated salt

20 [orm, but could be recovered and provided back to

21 the Government as In its original form. And I'll

22 get into that a little later. In addition, it

23 contnins 700 thousand pounds of copper. So the

24 contents, if you were, have value. They were worth
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1 L.3 million dollars. With the price if copper goinq

2 up, that oould continue to increase.

3 So the company, you know, it's our

4 opinion that tho company cannot take arbitrary

5 action with regard to the contents of that basin and

6 must go to the Government and ask them what they

7 want done with It. Do they want it recove:ed or do

8 they want it disposed of. But there needs to be a

9 decision.

10 MR. K114NEHAN: Could I just interrupt

11 and ask -- I don't really know, is the copper

12 Government furnished also?

13 MR. JURY: Well It came as a result of

14 the process, and certainly since the Government paid

15 for the rounds, also they would be entitled to

16 whatever the scrap value of copper is once it's

17 recovered.

18 HR. KINHEMAH: Thanks.

19 MR. JURY: The next chart really takes

20 us through a historical summary. Some of this I

21 think you've heard before, particularly that the

22 holding basin was created in 1958. That the basin

23 was loqally licensed and permitted,

24 The original process depended on a
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piokling operation for the removal of the copper

jacket on the DU extrusions. This resulted in,

again, the depleoed uranium for the penetraters

which was Government furnished material. And

currently the estimate is that 96 percent of the

contracts -- contents of the basin resulted from the

OU program. The next chart --

MR. HEHL: That's based on what, a

process valuation for those years, or is that based

on a material accounting?

MR. KING: It's based on the

production volumes and the volume of neutralized

scrap that went into the basin on a

program-by-program basis. We have records of the

amounts.

MR. HEHIL: The other 6 percent comes

Crom other activities?

MR. KING: The other 4 p,;rcent carr.

from certain commercial -- we have some commercial

activities at a very small level associated with

deopeted uranium manufacture and some that was

existing prior to discharge Into the basin with

Government furnishedd materials.

14R. VUtDACO: Just let me state a pointI
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I is that we're talking about material that was placed

2 in the basin prior to 1985. So even though current

I business mix may be significantly different than in

4 the past, we're talking about accumulation of

5 material that was prior. from '58 until 1985. In

6 the fall of 19e5 is when we ceased use of the basin

,7 and we capped the basin.

8 MR. HEHL: And I guess the contention

9 is that that's covered under previous facilities

10 contracts or the existing facility contract?

11. MR. JURY: This particular issue would

12 have to be handled under the production contracts.

13 It does riot flow tc -- and again this is a reading

14 that came out of correspondence with the Army, and I

is did have discussions with the Army on that point,

16 that any relief given by the Army would be through
14

17 the production contract rather than a facilities

18 contract. It's a production issue.

19 MR. •INNEKAN: So that would be

20 through -- because production contracts -- the

23 facilities is kind of general, whezeas production

22 sends me a thousand of this at this price.

23 MR. JURY: This material was generated

24 as a result of the production process.
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2 presumably closed, right?

3 MR. JURY: There is still an open

4 production contract.

5 HR. 1I9ifL: Aside from the Olin?

6 MR. JURY: Yes.

7 MS. MILLER: But that open production

B contract has been renegotiated since the close of

9 the basin, I assume. The contract's for five years.

16 HR. JURY: There have been several

11 production Contracts Issued to NHI since '85.

12 MS. HIL.LER: You said that the one

1) that's open, are there any that are open that were

14 started when the holding basin was still open?

15 HR. SPIEZIO: There's one.

26 HR. KING: Yes.

17 HR. SPIEZIO: We, by intent, have left

to that as an, opon contract just because of this Issue.

19 It's an open cost plus that actually haz residuals

20 that went into the basi-. DBt again fron a

21 contrnctu:al viewpoint. not having one of those open

22 then you've qot tn reinvent the wheel and gjet

23 another one.

24 MS.. ILLER: Blut I would assume that it
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would only have covered the production for the

amount that that production contract was for, you

know, like say if you have 2 thousand --

MR. KINNEMAN: It sounds to me like --

let him go through the presentation and we can ask

that question at the end.

MR. JURY: The next chart gives a

pictorial of the penetrater process flow, the

production process flow and shows at the oval -- the

ovals on that chart show where the scrap occurs and

the type of scrap. And again. I won't dwell on that
b

chart.

As support to -- the next chart, as

support to the position that the material in the

basin is GFM, the Government was aware of the

process, they did know what was being generated, the

scrap that was being generated and going into the

basin, they were aware of It and approved it. As T

said earlier, NMI has always taken the position with

the Government that It's GFM. The Government has

never taken exception to that position, nor have

they issued directions for disposal, nor have they

accepted NMI proposals with regard to disposal. In

essence, the Governfoant's been silent.
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MR. HFIIL: Are you going to address

those proposals?

MR. JURY: 'Ves. NMI has not -- the

Army has made several issues that NMI has not

submitted claims with regard to cleanup of that

basin, and that is true. The company has never

really hod a basis for claims. What we're now

putting together and what we've got with the Army is

a request for disposition of that material, that

Government -- residual Government furnished material

and the cost for removal and cleanup of that

material.

Depending on that decision, we would

then, you know, if they come back and say yes, we

agree, It's Government furnished material, and we

agree with the dollar figures ar.d there's no

problem. In the event that that does not occur,

then the company has other actions to be taken with

reqard to claims. There's several avenues or claim

to the GoVernment. As was said, there's z-12 one

contract open.

The next chart indicates your concern

and states concerns with regard to removal of the

basin con'.',nts. And keep in mind again this was not
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I prepared for IJRC but was rather prepared for the

2 Army. The company feels there's no immediate threat

3 to the environment, that the problem is contained

4 within the basin and has been contained for many

!# years. There have been adequate records kept, and

6 the consulting company went in and looked at those

7 records. So there has neen -- there has been

8 records maintained.

9 A number of approaches, and again

10 there's some variance in the dollar figures. These

11 were the dollar figures that we looked at from a
b

12 consultinq standpoint that if NMI had sole

13 responsibility. had no Government support, had to

14 use a commercial landfill. into problems with

1i NRC with regard to time del assessmen'.s,

16 whatever, it could amount to perhaps 20 million

17 dollars.

is MR. VUMIACO: Let me just jump in there

19 tor a momont then. The principal costs associated

20 with .hat that provides the biggest delta between

21 the numbers that follow relate to the Massachusetts

22 Management Board coe, the assessments over the next

23 several years from the standpoint of establishing an

24 instate -- an instate solution, whether that's an
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instate burial facility. And basically that's a

significant portion of the 20 million dollar

estimate. Again, these are estimates.

MR. HEHL: So this is for disposal,

theoretically, at a Massachusetts developed low

level waste disposal site?

MR. VUMBACO; Or whatever the solution

is for Massachusetts, whether that's regional.

MR. JURY: Okay, the 11.4 million

dollars relates to a chemical separation and

recovery process that was developed by the company
I

wherein they could reclaim the depleted uranium and

the copper In a prucess that was funded and paid for

by the company.

The 5 million dollars relates to an

approach where the Government would assume

responsibility for -- recognized the company's

position with regard to GFH, would pick up the costs

associated with transportation, the removal,

transportation and burial, that would amount to 5

million dollars. Of that, Nmr is looking at 3

million dollars to be funded in that outstanding

contract, in that open contract. That 3 milJlion is

part of the ',. That would-be the cost to NMI.
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1 HR. VUMBACO: Excuse me, the reality of

2 the situation ks in terms of disposal that the Utah

3 facility, which is a facility that is well suited

4 for this material, and we've been through this a

5 number of times with your staff, that the Array's

6 practice in terms of the use of the facility is that

7 they get a preferred rate which is significantly

a less than the commercial rate for such disposal on a

9 per unit volume basis. And aqain whic'. is reflected

10 in the difference between the NMI do it c'n their own

11 versus the Government. So there'; r'.o "dtits from

12 the Government partictra Son.

ii MR. HERL: Nou're . .-,'ncj that of the 5

14 million cost, that's 5 mill'ts.- t..r the burial costs

15 and then additional 3 ljon?

16 MR. 9ING: so, the 3 is included in the

17 5.

18 Hit. JURY: That's part of that that 3

10 million i.-; what would be funded under the contract.

20 MR. VINNEI4AN: The other two would just

21 be paid directly?

22 MR. JURY: The other two would have to

23 be funded by the Government for transpcrtation and

24 bur ial.
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1 HR. VUHBACO: Like they had recently

2 done with the disposition of the 24 pieces of

3 equipment where they paid directly to thq Tennessee

4 contractor, they would pay directly to the Utah

5 contractor. From the standpoint of disposal, they

6 would usc a Government bill of lading in order to

7 move the material to the Utah site.

8 MR. SPIEZIO: Another difference in the

9 decommissioning numbers that are In the package,

o0 these are also loaded. These are carrying overhead

LI rates, farillitles costs, etc. Depends on the

12 audience. There's a real cost number and then

13 there's billable cost numbers.

14 1R. MIEHL: This chemical separation

i5 recovery, now that's tle net recovery value; in

16 other words, that's once you are able to extract and

17 1 guess recover this 1.3 million In that?

18 MR. SPIEZIO: Right.

19 MR. HEI.L: So that's an addition.

70 MR. CTHNEMAN: tf I could, T thought T

21 understood t-om your previous -- some of the other

22 submissions, I can't point to it right at thIs

23 second, that you've pretty well abandoned, not that

24 there's any problem with the pror-ess.
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MR. SPIEZIO: The Government has

abandoned it. Their preference seems to be with

burial. Certainly the economics of burying this

versus reprocessing shifts to burial. This is more

environmentally friendly, and we were in hopes that

they could use It at other sites. The net effect

would be a savings to the Government.

MR. JURY: Although the Government has

not provided that to the company in writing.

MR. SPIEZIO: Verbally they've said

their choice ts burial.

MR. JURY: The unsolicited proposal

that was provided to the Government by the company

was returned with the statement that it was not

appropriate to be handled under the facilities

contract so it was returned. But the proposal was

never rejected; isn't that correct?

MR. KING: That's riqht.

14R. KTNNEMAN: Let me make sure I

understand the sequence, because 1 think it's

documented elsewhere. You sent In an unsolicited

proposal under the facilities contract for the

chemical sepnration recovery, using your Denver

process, and the net cost o( that vaz 11.4 pil]lon
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dollars. And that was returned with, as I

understand, two things, one, there -- the official

finding is this Is not appropriate under the

facilities contracts, go back and resubmit under the

production contract, and that was I guess in

writing. And the verbal was and we don't want to

see the reprocessinq, we think you can -- it can be

done lots cheaper.

I don't know whether you provided those

numbers or they did, but in some way you came --

somebody came to the conclusion that there would be

about half the dollars spent if it was disposed.

And the other argument aside, environmentally

friendly, they said verbally give it back to us --

if you give it back to us, don't give it back for

reprocessing, give it back disposal. Is that fair?

MR. JURY: Yes, that's fair.

MR. HERL: Was there an issue on the

residual contamination with the coppor?

MR. VUMBACO: That's still an open

issue in terms of an amendment request. However,

that was discussed when we had several presentations

with the Army about the Denver process.

When you rate the riskiness of a
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particular technology, that was certainly one of the

things that was a relatively high risk, because we

had no answer from the standpoint that the

petitions -- in fact I don't think we submitted the

petition till well after the earlier presentations

to the Army, so it was out there hanging as a high

risk item.

MR. KINNEMAH: And that's still an

important -- that'- an important issue for

produCtio:

MR. VUMBACO: That's correct.
b

MR. KINNEMAN: No matter how this

decision is made.

MR. VUMBACO; That's correct.

MR. KINNEMAN: Okay.

MR. JURY: The next chart talks about

an issue with regard to a letter that came through

congressional channels regarding the holding basin.

Tho Assistant Secretary of the Army, back in June,

provided a letter to the Congressman, indicating

that the Army would recognize, basically recognize

some liability, but only under certain conditions.

And those conditions came as a result of some

inaccuracies with reqard to their reviewing at that
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I level the holding basin situation.

2 There was an issue that said that NMI

3 had previously been given an opportunity to recoup

4 costs for cleanup through overhead. That was not

5 tactual. N1M has never been offereO that

6 opportunity. And an allegation that the company

7 declined the offer because at that time they were

8 into a competition and to include those costs as

9 overhead would throw them out ot the running for the

10 larger share. It was a split-type award. Not true.

12 They also indicated that the company
b

12 was looking for a lump sum settlement. Again, not

13 true. The company would be willing to start this

34 program and for the Army to fund it incrementally

15 over a period of time.

16 They also indicated that if they funded

17 it. it would oe unfair to their competitor, Aerojet.

t8 And currently there is an ongoing competition

19 between Aerojet and NMI, being run by Olin. It's a

20 subcontract competition. They said, you know, if we

21 provide reliof to NMI, it would be unfair. Again

22 that's -- that Is not accurate.

23 MR. IHOLODY: This letter is to whom?

24 MR. J3IRY: This was a letter that went

•__ . . ._ .
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to Congressman Meehan as a result of Congressional

2 inquiry. I think you may have a copy.

3 HR. KIrNCHAN : You've previously

4 supplied copies of It.

5 MR. JURY: Toe point of ru.ising this is

6 that there ar.' inhcuracies in that letter. ?he

7 other thing the bottom line of the letter said,

a "Notwithstanding all of the above, the Secretary's

9 office would be Amenable for the company to include

10 the costs of cleanup in their current proposal in

11 the ongoing procurement."

12 Well, you know, from my view that

13 Implicitly reuognizes some Government liability with

14 regard to this problem. Otherwise they wouldn't be

15 willinq to pay for it through overhead or anj other

1, way. But the real problem, as far as from a

17 practical standpoint, it's very tight competition.

18 if the company tn•ludes the cost of cleanup in that

19 bid, they probabJy won't win the bid so they

20 won't -- so in that instance they wouldn't recoup

21 the money to get on with this thing. So it becomes

22 a very impractical way or settling the issue. But

23 the point of it is the letter does recoqnize

24 liability, from my viewpoint.
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1 MR. VUMBACO: Also that volumes that

2 have been procured are very small relative to years

3 ago in terms of the absolute dollar amounts. So

4 It',r just impractical to apply this.

b MR. KINNEHAN: Isn't it also true that

6 that may not be a split procurement?

7 MR. JURY: That's exactly right. You

8 know, it proposes a split procurement, but as soon

9 as you say It will be a hundred percent award,

10 particularly in today's environment, it's goina to

11 be a hundred percent award. Wow offer is going to

12 win that thing.

13 MR. KINNEMAN: It's not going to be the

14 old days where the low bid gets 60 or 65 percent of

15 the contract, and tc, preserve the market, the other

16 one gots 30.

17 MR. JURY: They would only split the

18 awari If It's more economical to split. And

1I obviously in this climate today, I can't sea where

20 that would occur.

. 1 HMR. KINNEMAN: Somebody is going to be

22 low bidder.

21 MR. JURY: Somebod" is going to be low

24 bidder and take the whole thinq, either NMI or
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I Aerojet. So the bottom line of this thinq is

there's got to be some other way for the Government

to provide the funding.

MR. HUHL: And that's where your

November 22nd presentation came in.

HR. JURY: The next chart identiCies

the actions. You know the company has long

,maintained it's Government furnished material and

they've taken all the actions over time to maintain

it as Government furnished material. And the

bullets or. this chart describe those actions.
b

For the telephone community there,

they've kept records on the GPM usaqe, they've kept

records on thho basin contents, they provide physical

security. they've covered the basin with hypolon, a

plastic to prevent leaching. They've kept track of

any prnblems with ground water through InstallaLion

of test wells and they've monitored both water and

air extensively over that period of time.

Al.o they've -- Ln the next chart, a.,

we eArlier Indi•ated, they've moved away from the

picklinq provoss and developed a machining process

to remove the copper jacket. We've talked about tV

recovery pro'ess that was developed at corporate
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I expense, that's there If the Government would chose

2 to recycle versus dispose. And they have qualified

3 the basic content., for bulk disposal.

4 The next chart is a synopsis --

S HR. HEHL: NOw the waste that's

6 generated in the current process, that is what we

7 talk'ed about as Car as the wastes currently on hand?

R HR. VUMBACO: Yes. A portion of it. A

9 portion of It. Basically what we're talking about

10 is the waste from the production line, which is your

1] typicat waste associated with the manufacturing

12 line.

13 But a subset of that would be this

14 aiternate process thac would place the discharge of

lb the neutralized pickling liquors to the basin years

16 ago. This is the sulphuric acid peroxide recycling

17 facility. There are certain amount of materials

18 that have to be bled off at stream. We use a closed

19 loop uystem basically to evaporate solids and the

20 like that really are residuals currently from the

21 alternate process that replaced this nitric acid

22 etchinq or pickling operation years ago.

23 MR. IJEIZI,; All those production wastes

24 are currently heing stnred and are considered under
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1 your production contract?

2 MR. VUHBACO: Yes, from '86 forward to

3 the tine that Barnwell closed. Those materials did

4 go to either Barnwell or to Envirocare-

5 MR. ktHNEMAN: So the cost for that was

6 included in the contract?

7 MR. JURY: Yeah. And there is specific

8 language -n the production contract that recognizes

9 those costs for ]ow level disposal.

10 MR. KINNEMAN: That's different than

11 when you were runni.ag the basin. Because while the

12 fat* was ditterent, nominally there's no difference

13 between tne discharge to the basin and the discharge

14 to the 55-gallon drums which then goes offsite,

15 which is th4 question I asked '- Core, which I

16 recognize t was a slightly different question, but

I,, why wouldn't the answer be well, gee, you know, when

18 you vere runnLn that process discharging into the

19 lagoon. we paid you for disposal of that stuff. The

20 fact that you decided not to do it. that's up to

21 you.

22 MR. WOOTERS: It'8 not disposal. That

23 remains Government furnished material in our

24 possossion.
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HR. KIfWEKAN: Okay. Dut I guess

that's your belief is that it was not, but why iX

that the case? Why is the stuff that comes off the

sulfuric acid recycling line waste which you are

paid to dispose of, and the stuff that, very

similarly produced, went out into the holding basin

was not?

KR. VUHBACO: The volumes

significantly less to begin "fith. And

a temporary storage facili'y.

MR. KINNEMAN: I'm sorry,

are

I think it's

I didn't nean

to interrupt.

Ni. VUNBACO; It's a good point.

MR. KINNEHAN: I'm sorry, I didn't mea

to get you off the track.

MR. JURY: I don't know, did you get a

answer to that question?

MR. KINNEHiN: Yes.

HR. JURY: If we go to the next chart,

and again we've already touched on this, that the

company has invested a significant amount r I money

to find these alternate technologies, upwards to 8

mIllion dollars, and that was to move to a nachino

process rather than the old process that generated

n

1n
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.7 1 the contents that are in that holding basinr and

2 also costs ass -ciated witlh proLection of that

3 holding basin contents all these years.

4 And you also heard that the basin

5 process was discontinued in 1995. from a Government

6 oversight standpoint, as you're aware, there is an

7 HRC license which controls the four classes of scrap

8 coming off that line. Each class of scrap is being

9 mixed with generally sand, placed in drums and

10 buried at licensed landfills.

11 The contract Itself, the contracts over

12 1Ume have provistons which incorporated the contents

13 of the NRC license, required records to be

14 mOinLa.ned, provided provisions with regard to

is dzbposal of the low level radioactive scrap that we

O )just talked about at Government expense. The open

I; contract has these provisions.

18 They required -- there were provisions

19 which required Government approval af those

20 prnL-esses, so that the Government did know in fact

21 whait was be;nq q(zierated rnd how it was beinq

;c2 handled. And they also did provide the standard

21 lar, ,iaje with regard to property administration.

24 So the records wer* bejng kept, the
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inventory -- residual inventory was being maintained

properly and the Government had full knowledge ot

it.

The next chart, the Government has

never refused its owner -- refuted its ownership.

As a =attar of fact, NKIs competitors in the field,

they have submitted claims to the Governnent, and

the Government has recognized those claims for

reimbursemont of the appropriate cleanup costs. In

those instances, the claims were not submitted as

Government furnished property.

in the case of the Aerojet contract,

that was clearly a cleanup job. There was major

contamination in the holdin' basin or pond, but

nevertheless, the Government did recognize 72

pet.,,nt of their competitor's cleanup costs. The

same thinq with National Lead of Albany.

MR. KXINNHAN: Could I just stop you

there and ask you why you think the National Lead of

Albany cleanup is relevant? Isn't that being done

under D0o, under a Congressional directive as

opposed to an Army discretionary?

MR. VUHBACO: Correct. It's not Army,

it's DEO. Basically what we're saying is it's
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Government, not necessarily Army on this slide, but

the Government has never not --

MR. KINJ2MAN: Let me ask the question.

ls the re.ason for Government liability the fact that

it was Government furnished material or any of the

contractual obligations that were discussed here

today, do they have anything re do --

HR. VUHBACO: I'm not sure exactly, but

I have some familiarity with the situation, because

early on I had worked there for a short period of

time,

MR. KINNEMAK: I didn't mean to call

upol, that.

penetrater

program --

program.

HR. VUHBACO: Basically there was DU

work conducted there early on in the

well early on in the large caliber

HR. KINNEMAN: I was not aware of that.

MR. VUMBACO: And competition basically

forced the company to look at other areas of

business. And "hat facility lingered for a couple

or three years before it was the subject of a piece

of legislation whereby the property was transft. red

to DE0 stowardship unior an energy and waters bill
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1 some years ago.

2 MR. KINNERAN: Yeah, that's what I

mean.

4 MR. VUMBACO: I guess all we're trying

S to say here is that the Government had

6 responsibility and they fulfilled that

7 responsibility by giving it to DEO. And DEO,

8 through its subcontractor, basically maintained the

9 facility.

Lo MR- KINNEMAN: Okay. But I guess just

11 to -- you don't assert that any of the contract
b

12 provisions here worked to have that --

13 MR. JURY; 0o, we have -- you know, the

14 approach that we're taking here, the Government --

c. CL the contractor has several approaches they could

1b be taking with the Army with regard to getting

17 redress and direction for cleanup. We chose to seek

18 that redress under the property claur% and the

19 changes c)ause oL thaL contract rather than throwing

20 this into a dispute or rather than going to some

21 extraordinary relle" such as under Public Law 8504.

22 But nevertheless, those avenues are

23 still open to tae company. This is the approach

24 that's being proposed, would require.no litigation
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on either side.

MR. KINN4ERAtR: Okay, thanks.

HR. JURY: So with regard to Government

ovnership. It's never b~en retuted. To the

contrary, in certain areas under the contracts, the

Government has provided relief, particularly In the

low level radioactive waste acea.

so the bottom line proposed resolution

is that the Government or the Army provide direction

for disposal, whether you want it recycled or

whether you want it disposed of, whether they give

the company that decision. Then at the same time

yevre asking for equitable relief under the contract

as cited in the Government property clause which

relates to the changes article of the contract.

As I said, If you qo to the next chart,

there are certainly other avenues for claim open to

the Government. If the Government should come back

and say we don't feel this is Government furnibbed

properties for whatever reason, then certainly che

company has an avenue lar dispute under the open

contract under the disputes provision.

ir tne company faces a dire financial

burden, as they will it the Government does not

I -
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1 provide relief, then Public Law 8504 is another

2 avenue of relief, seeking extraordinary contractual

3 action through the Army Secretary's office.

4 There are also some relatively new

procedures which could be pursued. There's now an

6 alternate disputes resolution where the company

7 could seek arbitration with the Government. And

8 again it could -- this thing could be resolved at

9 some high level executive agreement.

10 The point of this chart is saying to

11 you that even though the Government rejects the

12 current proposal that's on the table, there are

13 other ways to go for them to find their money.

14 So in suimmry. it's been a longstanding

15 problem. We recognize -- the company recognized the

16 coicerns of NRC and also the State agencies.

17 They've made a longstanding effort to minimize the

is impact and the cost to th2 extent of spending their

19 own money to find alternative processes. The

20 Government has treated other contractors, to the

21 extent that they've provided relief, and

22 particularly with regard to compctitors of HMI. And

23 1 think uitimate)y the Government will step up to

24 1 that li'bility alid responsibility and it will have
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to do the same with NMI, whether it's through the

vehicle that's now in place or whether it's in some

litigation.

1 think ultimately the Government is

going to have to recognize the liability that they

have in this case. Hopefully they'll accept the

proposal and letters that are in place.

I said earlier at the same time we gave

this briefing, the end of November, we also left a

letter with the contracting officer which highlights

essentially what we went over in the briefing, and

asked for % decision within 30 days.

Subsequent to that, we have heard that

a merit team has been established by Pickatinny, and

they are actively looking at the issues in here. My

own opinion Is that I think they're looking for

money. That's an opinion.

MR. I1EHL: When do you anticipate a

decision?

MR. JURY; Very shortly. I would say

with the holidays coming up, probably the first part

of January.

23 MS. MILLoER: And Harry Santa is

24 contracttng olficer for this issue and Jim 14
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-1 1 for the facilities contract?

2 MR. JURY: Santa is the PCO for the

3 production contract, and of course he's locatod at

4 Pickatinny Arsenal. Jim Munson is in Rock Island,

5 Illinois.

6 MR. HCHL: Now the production contract

7 on the 81C0323, does that have the same wording as

a your current contracts? I mean that's what you're

9 pursuing.

10 MR. RING: No, it doesn't. We put some

L) excerpts from that contract in the back of that, but

12 the full contract, is not in there. It's only to

13 show that the contract Is funded. It's a cost

14 reimbursable type contract. We didn't put the full

15 text of the contract in there. We could give you

16 that.

17 MR. HEHL: How about the same wording,

is that might be important from the standpoint that

19 you're --

20 MR. KTNNEMAN; I think the question

21 he's asking Is the wording that you relied on for

22 saying that this contract -- this new proposal ,ill1

23 be accepted, is that similar to the wording in the

24 contract, the current contract, protection contract?
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1 MR. KING: It has the same Part 45

2 Government property management provisions.

3 MR. JURY: The other thing I might say

4 to you, at the conclusion of the two briefings that

5 we gave tip there, there were no exceptions taken to

6 the position at that time. They left it that they

7 would take it under advisement and get back to the

8 company. But there was really no vocalizing of

9 objections to the company's position.

10 HR. HEH=L: Now the two presentations

11 you made there was --

12 MR. JURY: This sa=e presentation was

13 given to both the bill Stank and Joe Parker in the

14 contracting office at Pickatinny. And then the

15 brieting was also given to chief counsel to the

16 leqal office at Pickatinny. And in neither -- there

17 were no comments from either audience as to either

18 negative or positive, but merely they would take it

19 tinder advisement and get back to us.

20 MS. MILLER: Now I think the point was

21 made that you felt thdt the contract was more

22 substantial than a statement of intent for the

23 current contracts. Did you ask for a statement of

24 intent tor the holding basin since you don*t have --
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I because you only have the one open contract? Was

2 that considered as a separate issue?

3 MR. JURY: Well I think that letter

4 that accompanies that and is in this package is a

5 request of intent. We're saying what do you went to

6 do with the stuff in the basin, ites yours.

7 KR. KINNENAN: What vould the form of

a the answer be then? Maybe that's the -- assuming

9 they find this proposal satisfactory, how will they

10 tell you that and what will it look like?

11 MR. JURY: They'1l come back and say --

12 MR. SPIEZIO: Here's 2 hundred thousand

13 dollars.

14 MR. JURY: They'll either give the

15 company a letter which says we want you to do thus

16 and so wlth that material, or they'll give them a

17 change order under contract, a modification of that

18 contract that gives that direction and the funding,

19 appropriate funding.

20 The company did recognize that it might

21 be more palatable for the Army to incrementally fund

22 this program. it's very, very difficult -- it would

23 probably be very difficult for them to come up with

24 the 5 million dollars out of current year
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appropriation. They can get on with this effort for

a smaller amount of money to initiate that effort.

So -- and that seemed to be very -- strike a very

favorable response at the time we talked to them

about it. We mentioned an initial funding of 2

hundred thousand dollars.

MR. HEHL: Now the 5 million dollar

estimate for the Government or the Army that the

Army rates for disposal, is that a viable route for

you to process, package and send this stuff to

Envi rocare?

MR. VUMBACO: Yes. On the basis that

we have prequalified the material a couple of years

ago where we actually have taken -- we did a

sampling study years ago where we removed about 20

thousand poundb of the holding basin, the material,

in order to go into the Denver process

characterization and pilot project. A portion of

that material did go to Utah. In fact was interred

a1t the burial site in Utah. So it has been

prequalified. It has been accepted from the

standpnint of their requirements.

MR. HEIMl: And the characterization of

the holdinq pond shows a very homogeneous mixture of
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I this material?

2 mR. KIZNNEHAV: There's two -- There's

3 really two levels, right?

4 MR. VUMBACO: Yeah. When we removed

Sthe 20 thousand pounds or the lO-ton sample back in

6 I believe 1990, what we did with that material is we
20

7 came up with a saipling plan that would account for

a any variability ot either vertically or horizontally

9 the material. And upon the moving of those 51 core

10 samples, we basically homogenized the material so we

11 came up with a representative material for -- well

12 first and foremost vas a representative material

13 that we could develop a technology for.

14 Obviously if you were to develop

15 something, you needed to make sure that it would

16 work on the entire JS hundred cubic yards of

17 material. So out of that came the sample or the

18 r.mall amount of material, It was about a cubic yard

I Q nr material, about a third or a cubic yard or

.20 about -- well a certain portion vent to Utah. Well

21 that material came out of the homogenation process.

22 so I think we had a suitable sample for

21 eliaracterlzation and fit with the lEnvirocare of Utah

24 site acceptancc criteria.
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MR. KINNEMAN: I think what I was

referring to, and you're right, I agree with that,

Frank. But there's really very -- grossly two

layers. There's the actual discharge layer which

would be removed and could potentially be recycled,

and then there's the subbasin gravel, which is much

lower in concentration which but still requires --

In fact It would not be appropriate for recycle.

MR. VUHBACO: Correct.

MR. KINNEMAN: And does the cost

estimate include both of those?
b

MR. VUSBACO: Yes, it's all inclusive.

3L hundred cubic yards of holding basin content per

se, plus the 1$ hundred cubic yardr of what we think

from the standpoint of the subbasin gravel report

that we submitted to you, that assumes a 36-inch

depth below the actual content, the sludge itself,

36 inchpq below that is this 15 hundred cubic yards.

So the proposal includes the 5 thousand

cubic yard total to qo to Utah in two different

transportation packaqes. And we got into the detail

with the estimate. And I think there's some -- the

backup was prnvided to the Government In terms of

tho cost of thoso two different types of containers.
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S 1 So we did Include the subbasin gravel.

2 1 think our point was that we were

J shooting for an unrestricted release Level at the 35

4 curies per gram in order to cover the subbasin

5 gravel.

6 mR. KINNEHAN: Just as a point, I can

7 never absolutely promise an action, as I mentioned

8 to you before the meeting, the indication we've had

9 from our internal consultants is that we'll be able

30 to shortly give you indications that we think the

11 characterization is adequate for you to go ahead and

12 develop a remediation plan for the basin. We have

13 other questions about ground water which we'll

14 transmit to you. But that would permit you to go

15 ahead and develop an actual remediation plan for

16 submission to us.

17 MR. HEHIL: other questions?

18 MR. VUNBACO: We )ust wanted to

19 summarize I guess.

20 MR. KINHEHAI: We have some questions

21 when you're done with everything.

22 MR. SPIEZIO: I think our summary

23 position ts that we think there's contractual

24 langunge in plAce that demonstrates obligations on
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2 the part of the .*overnment to take out facilities

2 and equipment ant decommissioning coats. We do have

3 a multi-step plan of attack, if necessary, on the

4 basin.

5 I think the Army's already demuonstrated

6 responsibility for it in that they've told us we

7 could put it in billing rates on future contracts.

8 That's just not a solution that we want to go with.

9 That we are In compliance with the decommissioning

t0 requirements In that we don't think this is a matter

1) that needs further escalation at this time.
b

12 MR. KINZ4NAN: Just actually one or

13 two, one is that in reviewing a lot of the

14 information submitted in the demand -- in response

15 to the demand for information, we noted that there's

Ib an entry that indicates that there's a 1.3 million

17 dollar reserve for the holding basin. Could you

i8 just comment on what that is? Is that real money,

19 an 6ccountinq kind of entry, and why is that in

20 there?

21 hR. SPIEZIO: The million 3 is a P and

22 L numbor. It's a number that went tu expense in

23 1q91 with an offset in a reserve account. it's not

24 a cash Item. Thore isn't dt million J there
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available for anything. It's an accounting

related -- you do exposures on what your low, mid

and high exposures for all kinds of things from an

andit perspective, and we arrived at a million 3

being a reasonable number for the basin.

MR. KINNEHAN: So is that just a

reflection of the fact that that's a potential

liability to the company?

MR. SPIEZIO: Yes, exactly. You know

from a financial standards point of view, it's a

different probLam on the basin than this one, but It

relates to the same subject. At what point is it

somebody's liability. That point grows ever nearer.

The million 3 Is a reflection on our part that a

liability is there that is between us and the Army.

But it's not a cash -- it isn't a cash vehicle that

might --

MR. KINNEMAN: That's what I %as -- so

there's not a million I in the bank somewhere?

MR. SP1EZIO: No, there isn't.

MR. KINNEMAN: Okay, thank you. DO you

4ant to as': headquarters if they have any questions?

Tim..- oes ;our grouIp have ary que-lIons?

Are you tinjsho. vith ýmur
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presentation?

MR. SPIEZIO:

MR. KINNEKAN:

have any questions?

MR. JOHNSON:

Yes.

Tim, does your group

No, we don't have any

questions.

MR. KINNEMAN: Brad?

MR. JONES: No. III& fine.

MR. HEHL: Okay, why don't we take

about a five-minute break and allow us to caucUS for

a couple minutes, see if we have anymore questions.

MR. KININEMAN: I have one other, if I

could ask now.

MR. HEHL: Sure.

MR. KINNEMAIN: Just you mentioned --

this Is just kind of an orientation question for

us -- you mentioned, and of course we looked at your

statements, that business hasn't been as good as you

would like It recently. And I know that we've heard

that there's been some layoffs. Can you Just give

us a sense of where you're at now in terms of how'

many employees you have and how business is going?

Vrju said something I found interesting, that you

think next year you're in the cyvle of improving.
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I MR. SPTEZIO: NMI is down to a

2 population of about a hundred 20 people. We're down

3 hundreds from what we were.

4 MR. MAMISH: And that includes your

5 South Carolina?

6 MR. SPIZZO: No, there's another 40 in

7 South Carolina.

8 MR. MAHISH: In addition to the hundred

9 20?

10 MR. SPIEZIOi That's correct. '92 we

nl saw a significant dropoff. '93 we posted a pretty

12 substantial loss. '94 we have yet to post that

13 loss, but it will be much higher than '93 was,

14 reflecting a downturn in business. Our financial

15 position Is still reasonably good. You know, the

16 balance sheet remains firm.

17 The outlook for business is good. I

18 think we've truly hottomed and are on the rebound.

14) But some or the strenqthe we had a few years ago in

211 terms ot cash position, etc. will take several years

21 goin'l back in place.

22 MR. HINNEHAN: When you say

23 improvements in bu, -ines., again looking at your

24 yearly reports and things like that, do you expect
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I more of your business to come from the non-uranium

2 base?

3 MR. SPIEZXO: Yes, we do.

4 MR. KINNREAN: So you're really

5 expecting improvement in business to come from the

6 non-licensed activities?

7 MR. SPIEZIO= At the same time, you

8 know, there's a multi-year large caliber penetrater

9 contract. We're bidding on that. It's ceLtainly

10 our opinion that work will not be split, that either

11 Aerojet will receive that contract or we will. And

12 then I think there will be a move to decommission

13 somebody.

14 That's something we didn't draw on in

15 our discussion, but that's certainly an issue for us

16 that as we move through this process, you know,

17 Aerojet doesn't -- our observation is Aerojet

18 doesn't suffer the some burden we do. I assume

rI C they've qot a parent company guarantee in place for

20 decommi3sioninq. Tlhere's no issue from an NRC

21 porspectivo. That's jusL my assumption. I don't

22 Know that as tact.

21 But every time we got into thes.e

24 discussions with you or the demand for information,
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I Aerolet runs to the Army and says hey, these guys

2 are struggling, we're a big guy, they're a little

3 guy, they've got losses. It hurts us businesswise

4 significantly, and it concerns our private sector

5 customers.
bpl ad

6 You know, br4-Hing aluminum, a product

7 that we're trying to bring on line that we're a sole

8 supplier ot, it's an instrumental part of the

1 aerospace industry. When you're a sole supplier and

10 people are running around saying hey, there's all

11 these issues, it makes them nervous. It impacts our

12 ability. To some extent this process pushes us in a

33 direction of being less able to provide financial

14 assurance because it creates that uncertainty in the

15 marketplace.

16 MR. MAHISH: When do you anticipate

17 that the decision on this new contract would be?

1i MR. SPIEZIO: March.

19 MR. MAMTSH: March cf this year?

20 HR. SPIEZIO: March or April.

2) MR. MAHTS1I: Or '95?

22 MR. SPIEZIO: Yes.

23 MS. MILLER: I also saw a statement in

24 one of the attachments that you expected perhaps a
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1 statement of Intent in 1995. is that really in

2 connection with how the new contract would be worded

3 so that there would be some wording for

4 decommissioning liability or whatever?

5 HR. SPIEZIO: Well I think we certainly

6 expect a position on the basin this year. I think

7 one of the problems !n discussions we have with

a various Army people, they don't want to talk about

9 decommissioning. There's contractual coverage, you

10 ought to be worrying about getting the contract.

11 KS. MILLER: but you had opened up

12 saying there wasn't a requirement at the time when

13 you went into the work, so now there's a new

14 contract out, is there wording then in the proposed

15 contract that would more clearly discuss the role of

16 decommissioning in the new contract, that type of

17 thing?

l8 HR. SPIEZIO: No. The request for

19 qiote come dcwn consistent with what It's been for

20 the past two decades. T'he reality of the situation
2

21 Is had we turned that -- In our response to that

22 roquest for quote, made it an imperative thing that

23 this kind of thinq be ci.vered, we probably would

.?4 have been considei J as non-responsive to the bid
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21 process.

2 MS. MILLER: Thank you.

3 MR. SPtEZIO: Olin might be able t•3

4 carry that clout and they may not. But for us .

5 somebody that'se got to supply that quote,

6 unfortunately that's just not how those thingi

7 really work.

8 MS. MILLER: I didn't know If yoo -.,re

9 trying to make a point of how thinqs were ditt-trnt.

O MR. SPIEZ10: Now I think our poie..

11 there really is that had these rules been in erl.%ct

12 when we started doing penetrater work when initially

13 solicited by the Government to do that work, we

14 probably -- had they been having these discussions

15 and that knowledge then out front, w& would have

16 said hey, that's all well and good, but you've got

17 to be more specific.

18 Instead, you know, they came tn us

19 soliciting that we get In that line of business, we

20 did. The facilities and the contamination occurred

21 then aCter the fact. A rule changes, the structure

22 wasn't set up to accommodate that.

23 MS. MILLER: It's now the bid process.

24 MR. 51R1rLZO• 6i7ht.
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I MR. HEHL: Now under your current

2 contract though, you indicate that I guess this

3 production waste that you've got stored right now,

4 why isn't that going under Army contract to

5 Envirocare?

6 MR. VUMBACO: It's an excellent

7 question, but it's not practiced. It's not the

S practice of -- on the basis of the way the Army has

9 interpreted the Low Level Waste Policy Amendments

30 Act is that the waste that is generated fruo the

11 standpoint ot disposition is tied to the generating

12 facility per se. The same exact thing would happen

13 regardless of whether it's private or commercial

14 waste going to a processor, such as an ASCG, that

15 regardless of who owned the material, where the

16 material was generated becomes the -- for the

17 purposes of disposi'.ion becomes the place where it's

18 tied to.

I Q MR. HSIIL: So why do you think the

20 holding basin is qolng to be able to go to

21 Envirocare?

22 MR. VULMACO: Because this is a

23 Government furntshed materia) as opposed to a waste

24 from production arttivity.
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1 MR. HEH L: 1 thought you were

2 interpreting the current waste as Government

J furnished material also.

4 MR. KTNNEIAN: Forgive me, FranK, but

5 I'm not sure that I agree with your answer as you've

6 explained It to me at other times. Doesn't It have

7 to do with the agreements between Ensirocare and the

8 Northwest Compact under the Low Level Policy Act,

9 the reason that you can't send production waste?

10 MR. VUMBACO: That's part of it as

11 well, and that's going to change. And I may have

12 misrepresented part of the production contract.

13 Waste was allowable a few years ago to Envirocare.

14 But on the basi. that the holaing basin is a

15 remediation project that there are allowances or

16 provisions for tho Northwest Interstate Compact

17 Commission to ad.,at that type of waste into the

18 compact site. So the production waste wouldn't go

Iq) there. 'l'hat's been a recent change.

20 MR. ICJNNEMAN; At one tiae It did qo

21 thero?

22 hR. VIJMbACO: Yes. On the basis of the

21 clMracterization of that waqtp Lelnq a bulk, low

24 loevl, certainly concentraited, on the banis of thtit"
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1 license with Utah, that was allowable. But the

2 Northwest ;nt.er•t.ate Compact Commission decieled that

3 that wasn't i" ,, ' spirit of the Low Level Waste

4 Policy Amendme,. .. Act from the standpoint of trying

5 tc get other regions to develop th'ir own solutions.

6 And they basically cut us off with regard to that

7 type of production waste being accepted at a very

8 substantial -- substantially lower rate for burial.

9 MS. HMLLER: The states were all

10 seekin.g this type o& agreement and all the Armed

11 Forces would not allow it.

12 MR. MEHL: And you anticipate getting

13 somo sort of determination on the current production

14 waste from the Army at some point?

15 MR. SPIEZlO: I think there's going to

16 have to be a conclusion reached between the ACO, DCA

17 and the contractors. We'r. kind ot a collision

Is course on that subject. You can't use accrued cost

19 as part of an allowable cost package unless the Army

20 says hay, we want to take that waste and go here, go

21 there with it. It's not got to be an accrued cost.

22 go It',% qot to be resolved, It's a near term thing

23 that will have to bo resolved.

24 Like this new contract on a RultJ-area
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A-2 buy, there will be a fairly significant level of

waste boing 9generated. There's goLng qto have to be

some guidelines, some agreements reached on how it

is going to be dealt with. You know, as a

contractor, you certainly won't take that work with

no ability to bill and no assurances that by the

time a site gets opened or d-sposition becomes

appropriate that they have obligated the funds.

On fixed price work, if it's truly a

competitive bid, one of the things DCA evaluates is

the appropriat " of the bid process. Accrued
b

costs really Js ,. one of those things. So it will

get attention I would think in the next six months.

We probably will be forcing the issue to some

extent. We're certainiy billing those accrued costs

tor lack of anything else to do with it. If we had

a site available, they would be in the ground.

MR. EIIHL: So you're currently billing

for the --

MR. SPJEZIO: Well we will bill when we

ship, essentially that will be part of tho residual

bill i ng.

MR. VUMIACO: We're at a very low

production rate. And typically when we bill, Don,
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I correct r.e if I,= wrong, you produce a quantity of

2 product as basically a truckload quantity, and when

I we ship that, that's when we bill.

4 MR. SPiEZIO: Well we take progress

5 billings. But the essence of it is until you really

6 close it out, you can say this bill versus bill, but

7 it's kind of just all in there. And it affects

a our -- It obviously affects not only our billings to

9 Olin. It affects general Government overhead rates

10 as the waste costs flow and various components. So

1] it's an issue DCA has got to come to uome resolve ir

12 the fairly near future. We'd like to be able to

13 bury it. You know, if it gives other people

14 heartburn and they can help resolve that by making a

15 place to bury it, that's a good thing. We have no

16 way to deal with it.

17 MR. VUMBACO: Let me just summarize so

]a people understand the amount of waste that we're

19 currently generating is a very small fraction of

20 what it used to be. Even if you look at on the

21 basis of similar volume, similar quantities of

22 penetraters being produced, because we introducd a

23 number of processes over the years, including a

24 waste seqregtion, includinq.some specific
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product -- production line improvements In terms of

using less material going in. So the quantities

cominr. out are very small compared to what they used

to be say in the early '80s when we were wrapping up

with three or four different programs.

So illustrative of that is the fact

that since Barnuell is closed, we have only 80 some

drum: that are in storage at the existing facility.

So it won't be the case in terms of a multi-year buy

over the course of the three or four yetrs, because

that is a substantial production contract. So we

don't see any near ter% concern relative to health

and safety with regard to the onsite storage.

MR. SPIEZ1O: I assume your main point

there though is that as that inventory builds,

there's a financial assuredness aspect there?

MR. KINNEHAR% Exactly.

MR. SPrEZxO- T think right now it's a

very minimal, certainly something we've all got to

be cognizent o(, depending os, what the future holds

and how these things are going to be dealt with. We

4ouldn't see under the current contractual

arranqement that that's a liability the Govurnment

would have.

21

22

23

24
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1 As I would sea it, they'll develop a

2 billing mechanism in an approved audit process that

3 says yes, that's a reasonable estimate of allowabJi

4 cost, here's your money, we're out of the picture.

5 And we would 1oo• at some kind of appropriate

6 funding mechanism for that.

7 MR. KINNEMAN: Do you want to caucus

a for a few minutes?

9 MR. KIi;NEMAN: We'll go off the record

10 now.

11 (Brief recess.)

12 MR. HEHL: I guess two things that 1

13 guess we decided -- we really don't have any other

14 questions at this point in time. Two things we'd

is like to ask you to provide to us, perhaps by Express

16 Hail when you get back, and that is if you have

17 the -- if you have the wording that you referred to

Is in the OLA regulations precluding the abandoning of

19 the hazardous material, we'd like to, if you could

20 send us that, and also the wording out of that open

21 contract from tho previous production that went into

22 the holding pond, the associated wording with regard

21 to the similar type that you pointed out In the new

2.1 contract.
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1 HR. KIUG: Sure.

2 HR. SPIEZIO°• No problem.

3 HR. HEHL: That would sort of help us

4 in deliberations. I think that's about it.

5 MR. KINNEHAN: We Lave two

6 administrative things we have to do.

7 MS. MILLER: Another administrative

8 matter, in practice, I know it's our favorite

9 subject, we'll treat tieGu as proprietary

10 information, but we'll need an application to

11 withhold the documents as well as an affidavit. And

12 then again, you k:now, some of the things are already

23 public, so you may wan-- to submit at that time a

14 redacted version and then we'll make a determination

is on that and then qive you 30 days to review our

16 determination.

17 HR. VUMBACO: Fino.

]B MR. KINHNEMA: And while we said we'd

)9 give bacl: two of the copies, because of the way

20 you've prosentd It, If you wouldn't mind, we'd like

21 to keep all three. And we'll treat them all as

22 proprietary. That way we can send one to

2) headquarters and sharp the information.

24 MR. VUMBACO: That's fine.
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1 MR. HEVL: Dan. why don't you go ahead

2 and talk where we go fro= here in terms of -- from

3 an enforcement standpoint.
4

4 MR. HOWODY: As we said at the

$ beqinning of this meeting, this is an enforcement

6 conference, which is a meeting that we called to

7 decide whether and what enforcement action we might

8 take.

9 You had gone through your enforcement

LO ;tory for the last 10 years for some technical

I Ues. You mentioned a couple Level 4s and I think

12 a Level 2 and a civil penalty we had issued back in

13 the '81 time frame. This conference is for the saae

14 purpose. I think back in '83 we had a similar

is conference tor the Issue that existed at that time.

16 And what we rill do is take what you've

17 told us today, we'll go over the information you've

is presented and then determine what action we should

1) be taking or whether we should be taking an action

20 at this time.

21 The options available to us are

22 basically three-fold. We can issue notice ot

23 violation, which we had done in the pAst. Ynu

24 mentioned the Level 4s. We *an issue a civil

ALl, POJNTS REPORTING 1610) 272-6731
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1 penalty, or probably the most significant action,

2 which we have done In cases lit:e this. is we can

3 Issue an order, or we could saspend the license or

4 modify the license or revoke the license in the

5 worst case. 'le'll make that decision and we'll get

6 back to you on that decision.

7 Whatever action we do take. I will

a point out that if we happen to issue any civil

9 penalty or any type of an order, there will be a

10 press release with it. We'll send you a copy of

11 that press release prior to issuance. when I say
S

12 prior to issuance, It will be a couple hours before

13 It goes out. You'll get a copy of the action before

L4 it hits any media wires. Whatever action we take It

15 will spell out in the document itselt what you need

16 to address as part of that response.

17 Do you have any questions about the

'. process?

19 HR. H1MIL: It viil probably be some

20 period ut time. We usually try to get back a

21 resolution within a month, but I'm not sure in this

22 cabe. There's a lot of information here and it may

23 ta.ke us lonqer to work through it. But certainly as

24 we qo throuqh that process, as we go throuqh that
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1 !wrocess, if we hive additional needs for

2 information, we'll be back in touch with you.

3 This is certainly kind of an unusual

4 situation from the standpoint that it's really a

5 determination as to whether you are or are not

6 currently complying with the regulations, and so

7 that may take a little bit longer.

8 I think certainly the information

9 presented today has been very, very helpful. And we

10 do appreciate you coming in. and we'll certainly ce

11 back in touch. Anything else? I think we're done.

12 HR. KINNENAN: Do you have any comments

13 or closing remarks?

14 HR. CRONIN: You said you had a letter

I5 that raised some issues that you didn't waint to --

16 MS. MILLER: Yes, it's right here.

17 MR. KINKNEAN: We weren't going to

18 forget it.

19 HR. CRONIN: All right.

20 MS. MILLER: And some of it you

21 discussod already about the difforent

22 decommissioning numbers, but if you put It on that

23 docket file and the spwcitic reason why there's

24 different costs.
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1 MR. KINNEMAN: I think actually you may

2 have -- I would prefer I guess that you read the

3 question and answer the question. I think you've

4 answered it, but I'd rather, since they're, as I

5 remember, there's not 25 questions in there, there's

6 tvo, it would be better if you answered the question

7 and that vay we'll be clear.

8 MR. VUMBACO: When would you like to

9 see a response to this?

10 MR. KINUBMAN: The standard time.

11 MS. MILLER: Actually it's in response

12 to two other affidavits and applications for

13 wLthholding of information, and one of them has to

14 do with the decommissioning funding plan.

15 MR. VUHBACO: Okay.

16 HR. RINNEHAN: Anything else you'd like

17 to say before ue close the record?

is HR. VUMBACO: I think in summary we

19 certainly agree with you that this is an unusual and

20 complex situation. And we certainly thank you for

2] youl time as well. And hopefully we can resolve

22 this thing as we go forward.

23 MR. KINNIMAN: Thank you very much.

24 (Proceedings closed.)
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